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Welcome, one and all, to the third lecture c
evolution of solid state physics.

Since some of you may not have heard my
like to repeat briefly some of the thi
nature of the lectures.

While I will try ofcourse to give a broad pe
tremendously wide range of unders
of solids that has been achieved in tl

emphasis will be on how this under;

Lecture III - 1

I hope to tell a little about how the discoverers struggled through
years ofpuzzlement and blind alleys, and were rescued by
brilliant insights, clever experiments, or just plain luck.

Unfortunately, there just won't be time to do this for more than a
fraction of the important discoveries.

So to give an overall perspective, I'm going to embed my more
detailed discussions in a number ofpaths ofdiscovery, each
containing many steps which I'll be able to describe only
briefly.

tfvy

t
*%n\

ast time I showed this transparency to give at least a rough picture
of my ideas on how my lectures would be organized.

It seemed that the most logical subdivision of solid state physics to
talk about first would be the study of phenomena that can be
understood pretty well without using the concepts of
quantum mechanics, except for the idea of-t^^ization of the
energies of harmonic oscillators, since most of the laws of
quantum mechanics were not formulated until about 1925.

Then I broke down these so-called "quasi-classical phenomena" into
the groups shown at the bottom here, and discussed, in the
previous lecture, the area having to do with perfect crystals.
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The present lecture will go on with the discussion of phe.
^=, which imperfections are important, ana conaluSc

henonrenafor

impertections are important, and' conoTifacTwSShar&vr~
skoteky remarks about the topics to the right here# well best- b*^
fe$by9 0»te.cl H+pfal a later kc-i**** \y

y- The simplest kind ofewek imperfections are what are called "point
defects", that is, atomically localized regions where there is
something wrong with the normally perfect structure of a
crystal, surrounded in all directions by regions where the
crystal structure is almost perfect.

Such point defects turn out to be particularly important for diffusion
and ionic conduction in solids, properties that began to be
studied at a fairly early date, so I'll start out by following in
time several paths of discovery and modeling that have led to
our present understanding of phenomena in these fields.

i'JMSoeare shown m a roughly correct time order on this transparency
here, with experimental or observational developments on
the left and theoretical or conceptual developments on the
right.

Let me start with simple macroscopic observations of diffusion in
solids, which I've identified in purple boxes.

While there probably were qualitative reports of such diffusion going
well back into the 19th century, I haven't tried to track these
down historically, because at first there were no serious
attempts to describe the phenomena quantitatively.

As good a time as any from which to date quantitative scientific study
of diffusion in solids is perhaps the work of the English
chemist Spring, who, among other things, studied the
formation of various metal alloys from contact of mixtures of
their elemental constituents.

More accurate quantitative data on the diffusion of gold in lead
were eventually provided in 1896 by another Englishman,
Roberts-Austin.
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All this diffusion work was done using ordinarychemical analysis to
measure variations of composition with position.

However, a slightly different type of evidence began to accumulate
in parallel in the early years of this century, based on studies
of electrical conduction in non-metallic materials that had
often been loosely described as insulators.

You will remember that the electron was discovered by J.J. Thomson
at the end of the 19th century, and was soon shown to have a
charge to mass ratio enormously larger than the ionized
atoms that had been familiar to gas discharge physicists and
electrochemists some years before.

SoonDrude and Lorentz proposed their theory, which I'll discuss in
the next lecture, attributing the electrical conductivity of
metals to the presence in them of electrons that had detached
themselves from the atoms and could move as free particles.

This theory accounted nicely for the order ofmagnitude of the Hall
effect, that is, for the fact that in crossed electric and magnetic
fields the direction of the current differs from that of the
electric field by a measurable location about the magnetic
field.

Though non-metals like rock salt conduct electricity quite appreciably
at high temperatures, they showed no Hall effect large
enough to be measurable at that time.

This difference could plausibly be attributed to the current carriers
being heavy ions rather than light electrons.

Once the clear distinction between electronic and ionic conductors
was widely appreciated, the study of ionic conduction was
born as a definite subfield ofphysics, involving the gradual
motion of ions throughcrystals under the bias imposedby an
electric field.
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Within another decade considerable progress was made in
determining the temperature dependence of such conduction
and separating ionic conduction in pure crystals from ionic
conduction due to impurities.

In the meantime, a more efficient way of measuring diffusion
coefficients eventually came into occasional use, and
ultimately into quite widespread use.

This was the idea of using radioactive tracers.

This was first done by Grob and von Hevesy in 1920 and 1921, using
radioactive lead obtained from the decay oi- uranium or
thorium.

By coating the surface of a specimen of metallic lead, or one of lead
fluoride, with a thin layer of the same material made with
radioactive lead, they could easily measure the penetration of
the radioactivity into the interior in the course of time, and
thus get an accurate value for the self-diffusion coefficient of
lead in either of the solid phases, a quantity that would not
have been measurable by the old-fashioned chemical means.

While only a few elements could be studiedusingnaturally
radioactive isotopes, because there are so few of them, the
nuclear physicists soon started to study extensively the
production of radioactive isotopes of elements all through the
periodic table by bombardment of familiar substances with
protons, or ultimately with neutrons.

y The application to diffusion measurements came quickly e-nou-glt, and l?Z£a»7<-
-^ wa&^^eH<i^ftd^EWrry%T-th€ 1-930'~ i*~tyi&&&.>•?£ hy iG* ?*£r Jl^dzr,

Radioactive tracer measurements have been exploited continuously
ever since, and their sensitivity and accuracy has made
possible studies of diffusion along surfaces, grain boundaries,
and dislocations.
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In recent years, more position-sensitive techniques, using mass
spectroscopy, ion beams, etc., have also come into use, but I
won't discuss them.

What I want to turn to now, however, is the problem ofinterpreting
•> diffusion and ionic conduction in terms of/'definite and
__> hopefully quantitative model*)f the behavior of atoms in

crystals.

J've\rsed gre^en boxgs on the transbarency^o identify key step's
toward progress on tniS/problem.
\ /\ \ y\ \

Actually>the progress iWtne first fewueeadek seems toWmodern

Gfie w^as^ne\fact that before the quantum-mechanical era nere\was
no theoretical basis for a detailed quarratative knoWeagfc of
interatomic fonzes\except petrhaps^for the. case of iwic
crystals.

^ Tfie other w^fha'yhere wer^ almost r\p experiment known that
nechanis

'om aViother.

-Iieie Ia^ibfcgtbojivord "a icl-hui'c was cU'lewul unu

iioii %kv& Mroryyf A&oy? "3*jM fori*** purf***—
Starting abouri914, the German physicist Tubandt undertook to

measure, for some ionic crystals, what fraction of the
electrical conduction current was carried by the positive ions
and what fraction by the negative.

These fractions, called transport numbers, could go to zero for an ion
whose drift in the field was negligibly small compared to the
rate of drift of the oppositely charged ion, up to 1 for an ion
whose drift speed was much greater than that of the other.
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They could be measured by gross chemicalmeans.

A transport number was at least a clue —something one had to take
into account when speculating on models —so it was very
useful when finally, in 1932, Tubandt published a lengthy
review giving his best estimates for the transport numbers of
numerous crystals.

But though it was certainly helpful, this information was still far
from sufficient to establish a particular model of ionic
conduction, and it would still be quite a few years before
further details were established.

neantirne, there was a lot fcf theoffctical speculation, Khjch
sketched in the caranee nqxes.

1 •v

often rather wife

For example, the German von Hevesy, whose work with radioactive
tracers I just mentioned a few minutes ago, proposed in 1922
that diffusion might involve a line of atoms, all of which could
jump forward in unison.

For other cases, for example the self-diffusion of lead, von Hevesy
proposed diffusion by simple interchange of neighbors.

A rather different type of thought was developed by workers at the
Physico-Technical Institute in Leningrad.

The leading experimentalist there was A.F. Ioffe, whose long career
began early in the century when he went to Germany to study
under Rontgen, who, among other things, was working on
piezoelectric crystals.

He worked successively in many different fields, and when I finally
met him in 1960, when he was in his eighties, he was actively
directing the Institute of Semiconductors in Leningrad.
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During and after World War I, he was interested in ionic conduction,
and, having become convinced that diffusion and ionic
conductions were likely to involve vacancies or interstitials,
he aroused the interest of his theoretical colleague Yakov
Frenkel in the matter.

In 1926 Frenkel published a very important paper that not only
showed von Heve|y"s idea of a diffusing line of atoms to be
absurd, but Se^u^^e very naturaTMr vacancies and
interstitials to be generated anywhere in the bulk of a crystal.

His reasoning was ridiculously simple.

In a defect-free region of a crystal at high temperature a particularly
wild thermal fluctuation might occasionally displace an atom
from its normal site into a metastable interstitial site among
its near-neighbors like this.

While further fluctuations might restore the original configuration,
they might also move the interstitial and the vacancy farther
apart, as shown here, so that ultimately one would get a
steady-state distribution of widely separated vacancies and
interstitials.

This so-called "Frenkel mechanism" always produces vacancies and
interstitials in equal numbers, but, as was shown almost a
decade later in Germany, other processes are possible that
create or destroy vacancies or interstitials independently.

Suppose we again consider a perfect crystal, but this time consider
what can happen near a surface.

In the upper right diagram here, I am showing such a crystal, with an
incomplete layer of atoms here on its top surface.

An occasional thermal fluctuation could cause an atom at the edge of
this top row to move over by one spacing, leaving a gap
where it had been.
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A later fluctuation might cause an atom from the second row to jump
up into the vacantsurface spot like this, producing a vacancy
in the second row, and this vacancy could, with finite
probability, migrate deep into the interior.

It's easy to see, too, that analogous process could produce interior
interstitials.

Such processes are called "Schottky processes" after the 1935 paper
in which Schottky introduced them.

With the aid of such processes, a crystal held at a given temperature
should be able to adjust its concentration of interstitials and
vacancies in such a way as to minimize its free energy at that
temperature.

That such minimization should be possible had been anticipated as
early as 1930 by the physicistCarl Wagner, a very perceptive
man with a strong chemical background, who frequently
collaborated with Schottky.

While the equilibration process might take some time in a large
structurally perfect crystal, because generation and
annihilation of the defects could only occur at surfaces, nearly
all real crystals contain sizable concentrations of dislocations,
which, as I'll show later in the lecture, can provide sources in
much the same way that free surfaces do.

•\h<29* &kU*l& &x> 0Hr frr**f*€*&„*? .— vrtecJ?* */***$ —4^
Lafepause-ft-m-ifttite nrgrw-after-stgg^^frg^^ of point dcfccto

—$* ntwjt&A gotten to by the middle to late 1930's, P*uU* A far **"'**£ <y/?*w

•¥heregreas,-by agjj^^^gM^^^g^a^^g^^^to^^^^gfe
Q^perimcTi-kiU^te- fcfcUffusioj^ano^nfc conductionla«d

*7*/m? theoretical ideas about mechanism^Were gradually becoming
more orderly and reasonable.

Main attention was starting to focus on interstitials, vacancies, and
possibly interchange or ring mechanisms, while wild ideas
like networks of micropores and extended regions of disorder
were losing favor. QK&htfji of-

fin* v**if WU wrk4<J ten *>*< onrfw**>*«* *W*
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\$Z~3*^^ transport nuiia
~~^ -giving*some- infor-matiorutbout epgejfceaaagkraiss

—>T<^* Mi vteedej wef^j=twy\ew experiments that could distinguish one
mechanism from another, and to»fqmvtheoretical
calculations of defect energies, etc. \y^!Sfi £*FIJ&4?\

->

•gape wmtrd-now a ^e^flfed.
l— xc'j -hake 4: )*&£? at- faw th*s>e 4eV<e)fii»v»**ertfae f&1*)L bee**? -ho ocet+r
For example: it had been known for some time that the self-diffusion??^^ '•* to*

coefficient of lead was enormously smaller than the diffusion "~—Zt2?°x.
coefficient of gold in lead.

This fact inspired the German physicists Seith and Keil to perform a
simple but very cute experiment.

Namely, they compared the diffusion coefficient of radioactive lead
in pure lead with that in a very dilute alloy of lead with .03
atomic percent of gold.

If the gold resided on substitutional sites of the lead lattice, and if its
diffusion were by the then popularmechanism of interchange
of the gold atom with one of its neighbor lead atoms, then
every jump of a gold would be accompaniedby a jump of a

b^mee^fefetes^ the random motions of the lead atoms would
be speeded up by the rapid jumps of the gold. The fractional
speedup should be the product of the fractional concentration
of gold by the ratio of the jump frequencies of gold atoms to
that of lead atoms with only lead neighbors.

SO

*HZ°C;tke-pr
At ^^temperature.this ratio of jump frequencies was over 100,000,

so if the diffusion in both cases were by place interchange, the
radioactive lead would diffuse faster in the alloy than in pure
lead by a factor of about 100,000 X .0003, or a factor of 40.

This would be quite inconsistent with what they measured, which
was essentially no difference at all.

So the place-interchange mechanism seemed to be ruled out.
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An analogous though slightly longer argument, which you can work
out for yourselves if you wish, can be used to rule out also the
assumption that gold occupies substitutional sites and that
diffusion is by a vacancy mechanism.

So Seithand Keil proposed that gold diffused interstitially in lead.

They repeated the experiment with silver in lead, and came to a
similar conclusion.

A different sort of measurement, not involving diffusion at all, was
made by the Russian scientist Strelkow in 1937.

He noticed that the thermal expansion coefficients of a number of
metals and salts all showed abrupt increases with
temperature just below the melting points of the crystals.

When plotted logarithmically against reciprocal temperature, the
increase of thermal expansion over the extrapolation from
lower temperatures showed a straight line behavior, as
would be expected for a thermally activated process with a
sizable activation energy.

It was tempting to conclude that in these experiments the density of
vacancies produced by a Schottky type mechanism had come
practically to its thermodynamic equilibrium value and that
what was being observed was the extra volume due to these.

With the war disruption and poor east-west communication, it was
some time before this line of work was picked up in the west.

Various encouraging experiments in the 1950's finally culminated in
a series of very careful measurements by Simmons and
Balluffi at the University of Illinois, starting with a 1960
paper on very pure single-crystal aluminum.

They found the fractional concentration of vacancies to increase with
an activation energy of 0.76 eV, and to reach a value of
almost 1 in a 1000 at the melting temperature 660°C.
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Similar results were obtained for several other metals in their later
work.

All were favorable to a pure vacancy mechanism of diffusion, since
one could account for the observed activation energies of
diffusionby combining these results with very plausible
activation energies for motion of vacancies.

I should hasten to point out, though, that the drawing of such
conclusions had by this late date been made enormously
easier by some advances on the theoretical side (orange
boxes).

Indeed, already in the 1930s there had been calculations of the
energy needed to create vacancies or interstitials in ionic
crystals, leading to the conclusion that vacancies would
usually form more easily than interstitials.

Analogous calculations for metals could only be attempted afterlRe\^£^_£^e'-^
wave-mechanical theory of electrons in metals had been
made quantitative, a development that I shall discuss in detail
in the next lecture.

Prominent in this field was Frederick Seitz, about whom I should say
a few words because he was perhaps the most influential of
the leaders in the flowering of solid-state physics that was
now commencing in the United States.

When I arrived as a second-year graduate student at Princeton in
1934, Seitz, who had obtained his Ph.D. the year before, was
a postdoctoral fellow, and he lived and took his meals at the
Graduate College there, along with us graduate students.

He already had quite a reputation for his brilliance and the breadth
of his knowledge, and later in that year he was placed in
charge of running the Physics Colloquium for the entire
department.
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Over the next few years he had positions at several institutions, and
the early 1940's found him as assistant professor at the
University of Pennsylvania.

He had already spent several years preparing a rather large book,
"The Modern Theory of Solids", which appeared in 1940, and
which served for many years as a bible for experimental and
theoretical solid-state physicists, because of its completeness
and sound perspective.

Well, as you see from the outline, Seitz makes contact with the theory
of diffusion via some work in 1942 with his student Hillard
Huntington.

Huntington had been a fellow graduate student when I came to
Princeton, and we both passed the Ph.D. qualifying exam the
next spring.

His graduate study was delayed a few years by personal factors, but
eventually he completed a thesis for his Princeton degree
under the supervision of Seitz at Pennsylvania.

This thesis extended the new quantum-mechanical methods for
calculating electronic energies in ciystals*wnen afomsIS? a mtc*
metal were displaced from their perfect-crystal positions to
form a vacancy, an interstitial, or a similar defect.

In a pair of papers Huntington and Seitz showed that for the metal
copper the activation energies to get two atoms squeezed

> past each other to change places required a prohibitively high
-^ a^toatio-n^energy, well over six electron volts.

To create an interstitial and squeeze it through to a new position still
required several eV, but to do the same with a vacancy was
much easier.

Though these calculations were still rather crude, they gave the
vacancy idea a strong boost, especially after similar
calculations by others and for other metals gave similar
results.
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It now seemed plausible for impurity diffusion as well as self-
diffusion to be vacancy mediated if all atoms were of
comparable size and closely packed, while interstitial
diffusion might be more likelyfor impurity atoms much
smaller than those of the host, like, say, carbon in iron.

On the experimental side the importance of vacancy diffusion soon
received strong support from what came to be known as the
Kirkendall effect.

This is a phenomenon that occurs almost universally when there is
interdiffusion of two or more constituents of a crystal that
migrate by a vacancy mechanism.

Here is a simplified picture of what happens.

Suppose we have a sample, shaped like this, which I'll suppose to be
a single crystal containingatoms of two different types A
andB.

And suppose that the concentrations ofA and B, though roughly
equal, are moderately different in the right and left parts of
the sample, as I've indicated here, and that in the region of
large concentration gradient we have placed a few inert
markers of some non-reactive foreign material.

Suppose finally that A and Boccupy the same type of lattice site and
that both diffuse by a vacancy mechanism, but with A
diffusing much faster than B.

Then if we anneal for a while at a temperature where appreciable
diffusion occurs, A atoms will diffuse to the right faster than B
atoms diffuse to the left.

Since with every atomic jump an atom and a vacancy undergo equal
and opposite motions, there will be a net flux of vacancies to
the left, as shown by the arrows here.
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So if vacancies were not created or destroyed, they would soon
become depleted in the green diffusion zone on the right, and
build up in excess in the red zone on the right. •

But of course the vacancies will try to re-establish their equilibrium
concentration by getting themselves destroyed or created.

-^ If the crystal structure were perfect, such destruction or creation.east coulS)
take place only at the surfaces, and so the surfaces would
move inward here and outward here, to produce a shape like
this down here.

A real crystal, though, will practically always contain many
dislocations, which can act as sources or sinks for vacancies,
thereby adding or subtracting lattice sites from their
environment.

Thus new lattice sites will be added in the green region, while sites
will disappear from the red region.

Thus this region will expand and this other region contract, with the
effect of pushing the markers to the left, as shown here.

This marker motion, relative to the ends of the sample or to other
features outside the diffusion zone, can be measured, and
provides a clear demonstration of the vacancy-mediated
nature of the diffusion process.

Subsequent studies have measured the Kirkendall effect in many
alloy systems.

There is one more effect that was discovered in the forties that in
some cases gives very specific information about the nature
and rate of the hopping processes by which an impurity
moves from one site to another.

It is called the Snoek Effect after the Dutch physicist who discovered
it in 1941.
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It frequently happens that impurities, especially those that choose to
lodge in interstitial positions, canoccupy, normally with equal
probability, any one of several types of sites in a crystal, these
sites being crystallographically equivalent, but differing in
their orientation.

For example, consider one of the earliest cases to be investigated,
dilute carbon impurities in the body centered metal tantalum.

In its crystal structure, the cube looks like this top diagram, with
tantalum atoms shown as black circles at the corners of the
cube and one such at the center of the cube - here.

The lowest energy sites for carbon impurities turn out to be at the
centers of the faces of the cubes, as indicated by the colored
circles shown here.

There are three types of sites, corresponding to the three possible
orientations of the cube faces, and I have distinguished these
three possible sitesby the three colors red, green and purple.

In the unstressed crystal, these allhave the same energy by
symmetry, and therefore the same probability of occupation.

However, if the crystal is stretched along, say, the vertical axis, as is
shown down here, the distance of the green site from its
nearest tantalum neighbors will be different from those for
the red and purple sites.

So if the stretch is maintained for a long enough time, a new
equilibrium distribution will be reached in which the
occcupation of sites of the green type is no longer equal to
that of sites of the red or purple types.

Since this readjustment is an irreversible process that takes some
time to complete, it will dissipate energy, as relaxation
processes always do.
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If the stress is varied sinusoidally at some frequency co, in an
ultrasound experiment, the ultrasonic attenuation will vary
with co and have its maximum when co equals the reciprocal
of themean hopping time for migration ofa carbon atom
between types of sites.

Thus asimple ultrasonic experiment can measure this hopping time
at any desired temperature, and from this one can easily
calculate the diffusion coefficient of the carbon in interstitial
diffusion.

This can be done at temperatures that are too low to measure the
diffusion in anordinary diffusion experiment.

One can also extract the dependence of the site energy on strain, to
compare with theoretical estimates of this quantity.

Although the term "Snoek effect" is used only for the effect of
impurity hopping onacoustic attenuation or internal friction,
it is obvious that one can measure the hopping time similarly
by using any property affected by anisotropy of the impurity
distribution, for example, anisotropy of paramagnetic
resonance.

There remains just one box on this transparency that Ihave not yet
discussed.

This refers to what is actually an important subfield of solid state
nnVCirC r\ama\\T rarliofirvn A -»••-»-»'-»r,r\
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It rofors-tothe production of defects, sometimes on quite a large scale,
when solids, usually in the form of crystals, are exposed to
bombardment by high-energy particles that can collide with
atoms of a crystal and knock them into places they would not
normally occupy.

Although such damage must have undoubtedly occurred since the
earliest days of experimentation with radioactivity, and in the
early work of nuclear physicists in producing artificial
radioactivity and using accelerators, it apparently did not
become a subject of serious study until the Manhattan Project
of World War II, when the construction of nuclear reactors
necessarily subjected many materials to very extensive
neutron bombardment.

After the war it became an interesting and fruitful field of study as a
research tool for solid-state physicists as well as a matter of
practical concern.

-V Despite the tremendous importance of this field, I'm going to concert v*?
the limited time of this lecture by confining my discussion of
it to two more sentences.

Bombardment, whether with neutrons, charged heavy particles, or
electrons, canproduce all kinds ofpoint defects, including
vacancies and interstitial atoms, and these defects need not
initially be in their configuration of lowest energy.

And there is much interesting physics not only in the details of the
production of these defects, but in the ways they transform
themselves and interact with each other during annealing.

Let's pause a moment now, and take stock of how far we've
progressed.

You'll remember that I started this lecture with a crude sketch of the
larger picture, borrowed from my previous lecture.
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I'd like to show now a slightly larger, and I hope improved, sketch, to
give a rough perspective of where we've been and where
we're going next.

The map is still rather crude, as it's a compromise between being too
detailed and therefore confusing, and being too concise and
thus omitting too much.

Here, as before, I've listedmajor concepts at the top, in black type,
since I'm relying mainly on this grouping of concepts for the
gross organization of the lectures.

I've subdivided the first two of the capitalizedheadings —
"Quasiclassical Atoms" and One-Electron Quantum States" —
in a way describing the sequence of topics I've discussed so
far, and plan to continue in the next three lectures.

To avoid making the picture too crowded I have, for the present,
omitted most of the subdivisions for the two headings on the
right, which I'll deal with in the final two lectures.

I've made just one exception, the field of quantum tunneling of
nuclei, up here, which will make contactwith an aspect of
diffusion that I'd like to discuss presently.

In parallel with these listings ofkinds of concepts, we can list quite a
number of areas of physical phenomena, each of which can be
described or interpreted in terms of concepts of one or more of
the black-listed groups.

I've selected some of the major kinds of phenomena to list in red in
the lower half of the diagram, with full red lines connecting
each of these to the most closely related concept group or
groups, and dashed red lines for less important or rarer
connections.
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In the previous lecture and throughout the bulk of the present one,
we have followed the development of understanding of such
fields as thermal conduction in non-metals, diffusion, and
ionic conduction, using concepts having to do with the
behavior of quasiclassical atoms in perfect crystals or in
crystals with point defects.

We've followed these developments through about the middle 1960s,
but haven't said yet anything about more recent work except
for my briefremarks at the last lecture about the discovery of
quasi-crystals, which I inserted just to provide an example of
how important possibilities can sometimes be overlooked in
the middle of an area that is supposed to be well understood.

You may still wonder, though, why it has seemed natural for me to
let the historical study peter out in the 60s.

Well, for one thing, this was a time of gradual transition in the
research atmosphere in these fields, and also in the field of
dislocations, which I'll discuss in a later lecture.

After decades of confusion, people were starting to feel themselves
armed with a good enough supply of well-established
concepts to make straightforward progress on most problems
that they encountered, although of course they could expect to
find occasional challenges requiring more radical ideas.

Also, more sophisticated experiments were more and more often
requiring researchers to combine concepts from different
groups, and a lot of new ideas were coming in in areas like
many-body physics and sophisticated statistical mechanics.

So work in some of these older fields did not at all become routine
and dull; it merely matured in a way that made purely quasi-
classical concepts inadequate.

The story I want to close withhas to do with an aspect of vacancy
diffusion which has been the subject ot^ae v^uu^apers over

"^ several decades but which is not completely understood.
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The subject is the isotope effect, by whichI mean the difference in the
diffusion coefficients ofdifferent isotopes, either of the host
material or of an impurity, in a given host.

Two effects are immediately obvious that could cause a diffusion
coefficient to vary with the isotopic mass.

One is classical, namely the fact that in a thermal distribution at a
given temperature a lighter isotope will on the average move
faster than a heavier one.

The other effect is quantum mechanical, namely the fact that the
lighter isotope will have a higher zero-point energy in its
ground state and a different minimum energy of transverse
motion near the saddle point configurationof hopping from
one site to another, so that the activation energy for the hop
will be different from that for the heavier isotope.

But this latter effect, though very important for diffusion of a light
atom like hydrogen whose zero-point energy can be quite
large, should be almost negligible if the hopping atom is
heavy and the temperature well above room temperature, as it
is in many practical diffusion experiments.

So one might naively expect that in such cases the proportionality of
average thermal velocity to the inverse square root of the mass
would lead to a similar dependence for the diffusion
coefficient.

But this is rarely in agreement with experiments, so theorists have
been forced to look at the diffusion process more carefully.

An effect that received special attention was one that had been
discussed way back in 1950 by Bardeen and myself, in an
appendix to a paper on the Kirkendall effect, and with no
mention of a possible connection to the isotope effect.
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Our purpose in this appendix was merely to formulate rigorously the
relation between the diffusion coefficient of vacancies in a
monotomic crystal and the measureable diffusion coefficient
of a tracer isotope negligibly different in mass from the atoms
of the host.

Our conclusion was that the ratio of the tracer diffusion coefficient to
the vacancy diffusion coefficient was not exactly equal to the
fractional concentration of vacancies, as had been widely

—^ assumed, but should differ from thisjeoCTe^Sron by a
correlation factor f.

If the tracer atom behaves exactly like a host atom as regards its rate
of interchange with a neighboring vacancy, as we originally
assumed, f depends only on the crystal structure.

But if one wishes to take account of the mass difference, or if one is
dealing with a chemically different impurity atom, f will
depend on the difference in hop frequencies.

^-> So what I'm going to do is (fo\firsj> sketch a generalized derivation of
,—±> the existence of an f factor, and then show how one can make

a rough estimate of its dependence on mass.

One starts out with the well-known expression of the diffusion
coefficient in terms of the rate of growth of the mean square
migration distance of an atom as time increases.

This relation, as you probably know, results from integration of the
macroscopkdiffusion equation, here, subject to the initial
condition ifcrtne concentration c at time zero is a delta function
at the origin.

The time derivative of the mean square spread in the distribution is
—$> then given by this equation, which one can integrate by parts.

transferring the Laplacian to the r2, to yield the result 6 $. J).
-p

—\ So after a time encompassing many hops, we can write ^T = the mean
r^, divided by 6 t.
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Now I'm going to assume for simplicity that all atoms can change
places with vacancies on nearest-neighbor sites, that all hop
distances are the same, and all hop rates for a given type of
atom are the same.

Then if a tracer atom of type T shifts its position by the vector a; in its
j-th hop, its diffusion coefficient Dt can be expressed as a
large-time limit of 1/6 t times the squared sum of the a;
vectors over all hops occurring in time t.

We can use an ensemble average of this squared sum and write it as a
sum on two indices, i and j, and notice that when i = j every
ai^ has the same value, so that we get this final expression
here, where Nav(t) is the average number of hops made in
time tfi

If all the hops were statistically independent, then every term of this
summation with i different from j would be zero.

,—-^ But as I will now^ow, successive hops that involve the same
vacancy are not independent in their directions.

If one could watch the motions of the tracer atom on atomic scales of
length and time, one would find (if the concentration of
vacancies is small) that the atom would often remain
stationary for a considerable period when no vacancies were

-—$> near it, and that theSelwould alternate with vacancy
encounters in which the atom would make from one to several

hops due to the same vacancy before this vacancy diffused
away again.

Thus we could reasonably replace the summation over all hops i by
a summation over reasonably well separated encounters e
and a further summation over the small number of hops ie
associated with encounter e.
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We could then assume hops in different encounter groups e and e'
to be uncorrelated, so that such pairs would contribute
nothing to the ensemble averaged sum we are trying to
evaluate.

Thus we get the first equation of this line, and since all the encounters
are equivalent, we can replace the sumjovex encounter* e
by the sum for a single encountexK^he average number
Nenc of encounters in the time t.

But we can make an even further simplification.

The average dot product of two hop vectors ai and aj depends only
on the difference between je and ie, so we can replace the
summation over both these indices by the summation over a
single one, keeping the other fixed.

So we only need to evaluate the summation on this next line here,
and introduce a factor N per encounter representing the
average number of hops of the tracer that occur in a single
encounter.

But now the product of these two average Ns, which are
independent, is nothing other than the average number of
hops of the tracer per unit time in thermal equilibrium, and
this in turn is the product of the average number of vacancies
neighboring a tracer atom by the probability wj per unit time
that a tracer atom hops into a vacancy neighboring it, by the
average number of vacancies at any of the Z neighboring sites,
which is, if we neglect zero-point energies, just Z times the
fractional concentration cy of vacancies.

The neglect of zero-point energies is appropriate for a theory that
excludes quantum-mechanical effects, and it should be pretty
well justified if one is dealing with heavy elements and high
temperatures.
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Well now if we take this expression for the summation here and put
it into the expression up above for the diffusion coefficient we
get the final result I've shown here at the bottom, where I've
used the symbol fT for 1+^fimes the quantity in these angular
brackets here.

I'm embarrassed to have to admit that in our original work
Bardeen and I left one of the 2b iwiLand never realized it until
the Dutch physicists Kompaan anoHaven pointed out the
omission four years later.

*$p/ft3L fi^ 7. c>wt btfcw^n om. €****&*» and f&-
WmM • • * ' . , —** ' Lm^VrA-

At the verybottomhere I've written a slightly more compact way of
stating the same result, namely as a ratio of the tracer
diffusion coefficient to the diffusion coefficient of vacancies,
which is related to the hop frequency of a vacancy into any of
the nearest-neighbor sites occupied by a normal host atom.

If one is neglecting the isotope effect, wy and wy are equal and their
ratio can be omitted.

/f-^xzf:

What I want to do next is to sketch how a practical calculation of the
correlation factor can be made for crystals of sufficiently high
symmetry, and from this to show how the correlation factor
depends on the mass of the tracer.
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i ^ Well now if we take this expression for the summation here and put
it into the expression up above for the diffusion coefficient we
get the final result I've shown here at the bottom, where I've

y/ a> used the symbol fr- for 1+4 times the quantity in these angular
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\ \>r The factor 4 comes from the 2 up here times the 2 down here, and I'm
.\ £r embarrassed to have to admit that in our original work

[^ \ -^ Bardeen and Ileft one of the 2s out and never realized it until
i j P| the Dutch physicists Kompaan and Haven pointed out the

omission four years later.

At the very bottom here I've written a slightly more compact way of
stating the same result, namely as a ratio of the tracer
diffusion coefficient to the diffusion coefficient of vacancies,
which is related to the hop frequency of a vacancy into any of
the nearest-neighbor sites occupied by a normal host atom.

If one is neglecting the isotope effect, wT and wv are equal and their
ratio can be omitted.

What I want to do next is to sketch how a practical calculation of the
correlation factor can bemade for crystals of sufficiently high
symmetry, and from this to show how the correlation factor
depends on the mass of the tracer.

I'll start by making a further simplification in this expression here
that I've just derived for the f factor associated with a tracer
atom T.

This expression contains the statistical expectation of the a] a2 , that
of ai-a3, etc. ad infinitum.

But it turns out that if one can calculate the first of these terms, one
can easily express the general term in terms of the first one,
and evaluate the sum of the series correspondingly.

Suppose we take a given vector ai, hold it fixed, and calculate the
statistical average of a2 for this given ai .

ISMAIL

H .
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If ai is along an axis of symmetry, this average must lie in the same
direction, hence be equal to some xxx or constant Xtimes ai.

In the high-symmetry case we are considering, this Xmust be the
same for all ai's.

Similarly, the statistical average of a3 for fixed given a2 must be Xa2 .

And the statistical expectation of this average, in turn, for fixed ai
must be X2ai.

So the series of dot products occurring in the expression for f must be
the simple power series I have written here, which sums to
X/(l-X).

Thusif we remember the factor 2 in the expression for f, we get
finally f=(l+A,)/(l-A,).

So now the problem is, how do we calculate XI

Well, from its definition here,we have to start with a given
interchange of the tracer T with a vacancy, which gives us a
vector hop ai for the tracer.

And thenconsider allpossible sequences ofhops of the vacancy that
ultimately return it to its starting point, and thus cause the
tracer to make a second hop.

Foreachsuch trajectory, we have to evaluate the dot product of the
second hop with the first hop, multiplied by the probability of
the trajectory occurring, and then sum over all such
trajectories.

The diagrams here illustrate an example for a particular trajectory, in
which the vacancy undergoes the numbered sequence of hops
designated by black vectors, and the tracer makes the two red
hops, which as you can see are simply the negatives of the
first and last hops of the vacancy.
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Further mathematical tricks can be used to speed up the summation
over trajectories, but I think it's obvious by now that the
calculation is quite feasible.

The value of Xis of course negative, since the return of the vacancy to
its starting point tends to be opposite in direction from that of
its initial departure.

The table here at the bottom of the screen gives some numerical
values of the correlation factor f for self-diffusion that were
calculated in 1956 by Compaan and Haven for the common
crystal types face-centered cubic, body-centered cubic, and
diamond type.

So far, we've made no significant approximations within the domain
of classical mechanics and statistics.

However, when we come to ask how the correlation factor varies
with the mass of an isotopic tracer, approximations become
necessary both in the statistical mechanics of the hopping
process and in evaluating the relative probabilities of different
vacancy trajectories.

Let's start with the hopping processes.

Themost important such for determining the diffusion coefficient of
a tracer isotope is of course the rate at which this kind of
tracer will change places with a vacancy on a neighboring site.

The rate of this per unit time is what I've called wt, and in the
classical theory of reaction rates it is the rate at which the
many-body system of atoms passes in one direction over the
saddle point region separating the two potential minima
centered on the initial and final tracer-atom sites.

The standard theory assumes that the rate at which suchpassages
occur in thermal equilibrium in one direction is the same as
the hopping rate for a system that is started out on one side
only.
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Though this is not always a good approximation, it should be alright
if systems that cross the pass to the other side are not likely to
cross back again before they have become essentially
thermalized.

One can then express the hopping rate in terms of the atomic masses
and the shape of the potentialenergy function in the part of
configuration space near the saddle point.

Making a quadratic expansion of the potential energy in terms of the
coordinates relative to the saddle point, we can express the
motion in this region in terms of normal coordinates whose
frequencies are all real except for the one in the reaction
direction, which is imaginary.

Ifmost of the flux across the saddle point region takes place in the
range where the quadratic approximation is valid, one can
express the hopping rate in terms of the energy of the saddle
point and the frequencies of the normal modes.

Obviously, the sensitivity of the hopping rate to the mass of the tracer
will depend upon how closely the direction of the unstable
normal mode agrees with the direction in configuration space
corresponding to moving the tracer.

Ifmotionalong this normal mode did not require any atoms to move
except the tracer, then wT would be proportional to the mean
thermal velocity ofa tracer atom, that is, to the -1/2 power of
the tracer mass my.

But if motion along the normal coordinate involves motion of several
atoms, the sensitivity to the tracer mass will be less.

A simple analysis of the normal modes, carried out by Tharmalingam
and Lidiard in 1959 and by Mullen in 1961, shows that the
mass dependence has the form xxx logarithmwt with respect
to nvr1/2 = -AK, where AK is the fraction of the kinetic energy
associated with motion along the unstable normal coordinate
that is carried by the tracer atom.
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This is a nice simple result, but to evaluate it we have to solve the
normal mode problem, and this requires that we know the
interatomic forces in some detail at configurations that are far
from minimum energy.

At the time these papers were written, there was no reliable way of
predicting these forces.

Today reasonable predictions can be made, thanks to the density
functional techniques that were the subject of Walter Cohen's
colloquium yesterday, and which I'll say a little about in one
of my later lectures.

However, I'm not aware of any calculations yet aimed specifically at
the isotope effect in diffusion.

As for the other part of the problem, the evaluation of the statistical
sum over very many possible vacancy paths, this could be
quite laborious if one tried to take accountof the slightly
different op rates for the vacancy at different positions relative
to the tracer.

However, one can make plausible simple approximations, the
simplest being to assume that the tracer mass affects only
those hops in which the tracer itself jumps to a new site.

Various approximations of this sort give results roughly describable
by the simple formula d log fT/3 log wT = fr-1 that I have
written here.

Since the diffusion constant DT is proportional to fx wj, this last
formula and the one at the top of the page give for the mass
dependence of the diffusion coefficient this last equation here.

For a really satisfactory comparison of theory and comparison one
would need to overcome the theoretical difficulties in
evaluating f and AK from first principles.
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One expects, however, that in most cases each of these factors will be
greater than 1/2 but significantly less than 1, and this
expectation seems born out by the fact that the experimental
value on the left hand side seems usually to be well below
unity.

However, there are puzzling variations from material to material and
some authors have suggested that an accurate understanding
of the isotopeeffect cannot be achieved without taking
account of quantum effects on the behavior of atoms moving
near the saddle point.

This remains a problem for the future.

In closing, let me stress what I said when I started on this little
discussion of the isotope effect, namely that it's not a major
item in the history of lattice defect physics, but rather one of a
great many lines of research in this field that have posed
significant intellectual challenges in the last few decades and
may prove of value in the future.

Like an ever-increasing fraction ofsuch research lines, this one may
get into areas where the quasi-classical and quantum-
mechanical approaches collide.

So this concludes the present lecture.

The lecturenext week willhave to do with the quantum-mechanical
properties of electrons in running-wave states in crystals, and
with the very fruitful parallel development of the quantum-
mechanicalunderstanding and vast improvements in
materials preparation to launch a revolution in the area of
semiconductor physics.

END OF LECTURE
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Lecture III- 1

Welcome, / c-4/i/sa 2> 1lecture of my planned series on the
ev ^~ ' Lysics.

Since som I ) ^~ heard my lectures last Spring, I'd
like to repeat briefly some of the things I said then about the
nature of the lectures.

While I will try of course to give a broad perspective on the
tremendously wide range of understanding of the properties
of solids that has been achieved in this century, my main
emphasis will be on how this understanding came about.

I hope to tell a little abouthow the discoverers struggled through
years of puzzlement and blind alleys, and were rescued by
brilliant insights, clever experiments, or just plain luck.

Unfortunately, there just won't be time to do this for more than a
fraction of the important discoveries.

So to give an overall perspective, I'm going to embed my more
detailed discussions in a number of paths of discovery, each
containing many steps which I'll be able to describe only
briefly.

Last time I showed this transparency to give at least a rough picture
of my ideas on how my lectures would be organized.

It seemed that themost logical subdivision ofsolid state physics to
talk about first would be the study of phenomena that can be
understood pretty well without using the concepts of
quantum mechanics, except for the idea of equalization of the
energies of harmonic oscillators, since most of the laws of
quantum mechanics were not formulated until about 1925.

Then I broke down these so-called "quasi-classical phenomena" into
the groups shown at the bottom here, and discussed, in the
previous lecture, the area having to do with perfect crystals.
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The present lecture willgoon with the discussion ofphenomena for
which imperfections are important, and conclude with a few
sketchyremarks about the topics to the right here.

The simplest kindofsuchimperfections are what are called "point
defects", that is, atomically localized regions where there is
something wrong with the normally perfect structure of a
crystal, surrounded in all directions by regions where the
crystal structure is almost perfect.

Such point defects turn out to be particularly important for diffusion
and ionic conduction in solids, properties that began to be
studied at a fairly early date, soTil startout by following in
time several paths of discovery and modeling that have led to
our present understanding of phenomena in these fields.

These are shown in a roughly correct time order on this transparency
here, with experimental or observational developments on the
leftand theoretical or conceptual developments on the right.

Let me start with simple macroscopic observations of diffusion in
solids, which I've identified in purple boxes.

While there probably were qualitative reports ofsuch diffusion going
well back into the 19th century, I haven't tried to track these
down historically, because at first there were no serious
attempts to describe the phenomena quantitatively.

As good a time as any from which to date quantitative scientific
study of diffusion in solids is perhaps the work of the English
chemist Spring, who, among other things, studied the
formation of various metal alloys from contact of mixtures of
their elemental constituents.

More accurate quantitative data on the diffusion of gold in lead were
eventually provided in 1896 by another Englishman, Roberts-
Austin.
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All this diffusion work was done using ordinarychemical analysis to
measure variations of composition with position.

However, a slightly different type of evidence began to accumulate in
parallel in the early years of this century, based on studies of
electrical conduction in non-metallic materials that had often
been loosely described as insulators.

Youwill remember that the electronwas discovered by J.J. Thomson
at the end of the 19th century, and was soon shown to have a
charge to mass ratio enormously larger than the ionized atoms
that had been familiar to gas dischargephysicists and
electrochemists some years before.

Soon Drude and Lorentz proposed their theory, which I'll discuss in
the next lecture, attributing the electrical conductivity of
metals to the presence in them of electrons that had detached
themselves from the atoms and could move as free particles.

This theory accountednicely for the order of magnitude of the Hall
effect, that is, for the fact that in crossed electric and magnetic
fields the direction of the current differs from that of the
electric field by a measurable location about the magnetic
field.

Though non-metals like rock salt conduct electricity quite appreciably
at high temperatures, they showed no Hall effect large enough
to be measurable at that time.

This difference could plausibly be attributed to the current carriers
being heavy ions rather than light electrons.

Once the clear distinction between electronic and ionic conductors
was widely appreciated, the study of ionic conduction was
born as a definite subfield ofphysics, involving the gradual
motionof ions through crystals under the bias imposed by an
electric field.
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Within another decade considerable progress was made in
deterniining the temperature dependence of such conduction
and separating ionic conduction in pure crystals from ionic
conduction due to impurities.

In the meantime, a more efficientway of measuring diffusion
coefficients eventually came into occasional use, and
ultimately into quite widespread use.

This was the idea of using radioactive tracers.

This was first done by Grob andvon Hevesy in 1920 and 1921, using
radioactive lead obtained from the decay of uranium or
thorium.

By coating the surface of a specimen of metallic lead, or one of lead
fluoride, with a thin layer of the same material made with
radioactive lead, they could easilymeasure the penetration of
the radioactivity into the interior in the course of time, and
thus get an accurate value for the self-diffusion coefficient of
lead in either of the solid phases, a quantity that would not
have been measurable by the old-fashioned chemical means.

While only a few elements could be studied using naturally
radioactive isotopes, because there are so few of them, the
nuclear physicists soon started to study extensively the
production ofradioactive isotopes ofelements all through the
periodic table by bombardment of familiar substances with
protons, or ultimately with neutrons.

The application to diffusion measurements came quickly enough, and
was well underway in the 1930's.

Radioactive tracer measurements have been exploited continuously
ever since, and their sensitivity and accuracy has made
possible studies of diffusion along surfaces, grain boundaries,
and dislocations.
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In recent years, more position-sensitive techniques, using mass
spectroscopy, ion beams, etc., have also come into use, but I
won't discuss them.

What I want to turn to now, however, is the problem ofinterpreting
diffusion and ionic conduction in terms of a definite and
hopefully quantitative model of the behavior of atoms in
crystals.

I've used greenboxes on the transparency to identifykey steps
toward progress on this problem.

Actually, the progress in the first few decades seems to a modern
mind to have been disgracefully slow.

Misconceptions that seem to us to show universal stupidity were
mainly due to two circumstances.

One was the fact that before the quantum-mechanical era there was
no theoretical basisfor a detailed quantitative knowledge of
interatomic forces, except perhaps for the case of ionic
crystals.

The other was that there were almost no experiments known that
could distinguish one type of atomic transport mechanism
from another.

Here I use the word "almost", because there was at least one
exception.

Starting about 1914, the German physicistTubandt undertook to
measure, for some ionic crystals, what fraction of the electrical
conduction current was carried by the positive ions and what
fraction by the negative.

These fractions, called transport numbers, could go to zero for an ion
whose drift in the field was negligibly small compared to the
rate of drift of the oppositely charged ion, up to 1 for an ion
whose drift speed was much greater than that of the other.
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They could be measured by gross chemical means.

A transport number was at least a clue—something one had to take
into account when speculating on models —so it was very
useful whenfinally, in 1932, Tubandt published a lengthy
review giving his best estimates for the transport numbers of
numerous crystals.

But though it was certainly helpful, this information was still far from
sufficient to establish a particular model of ionic conduction,
and it would still be quite a few years before further details
were established.

In the meantime, there was a lot of theoretical speculation, which I've
sketched in the orange boxes.

At first, it was often rather wild.

For example, the German von Hevesy, whose work with radioactive
tracers I just mentioned a few minutes ago, proposed in 1922
that diffusion might involve a line of atoms, all of which could
jump forward in unison.

Forother cases, for example the self-diffusion of lead, von Hevesy
proposed diffusion by simple interchange of neighbors.

A rather different type of thought was developed by workers at the
Physico-Technical Institute in Leningrad.

The leading experimentalist there was A.F. Ioffe, whose long career
began early in the centurywhen he went to Germany to study
under Rontgen, who, among other things, was working on
piezoelectric crystals.

He worked successively in many different fields, and when I finally
met him in 1960, when he was in his eighties,he was actively
directing the Institute of Semiconductors in Leningrad.
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During and after World War I, he was interested in ionic conduction,
and, having become convinced that diffusion and ionic
conductions were likely to involve vacancies or interstitials, he
aroused the interest of his theoretical colleague Yakov Frenkel
in the matter.

In 1926 Frenkel published a very important paper that not only
showed von Hevesy's idea of a diffusing line of atoms to be
absurd, but it could be very natural for vacancies and
interstitials to be generated anywhere in the bulk of a crystal.

His reasoning was ridiculously simple.

In a defect-free region ofa crystal at high temperature a particularly
wild thermal fluctuation might occasionally displace an atom
from itsnormal site into a metastable interstitial site among its
near-neighbors like this.

While further fluctuations might restore the original configuration,
they might also move the interstitial and the vacancy farther
apart, as shown here, so that ultimately one would get a
steady-state distribution of widely separated vacancies and
interstitials.

This so-called "Frenkelmechanism" always produces vacancies and
interstitials in equal numbers, but, as was shown almost a
decade later in Germany, other processes are possible that
create or destroy vacancies or interstitials independently.

Suppose we again consider a perfect crystal, but this time consider
what can happen near a surface.

In the upper right diagram here, I am showing such a crystal, with an
incomplete layer of atoms here on its top surface.

An occasional thermal fluctuation could cause an atom at the edge of
this top row to move over by one spacing, leaving a gap
where it had been.
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Alater fluctuation might cause an atom from the second row to jump
up into the vacantsurface spot like this, producing a vacancy
in the second row, and this vacancy could, with finite
probability, migrate deep into the interior.

It's easy to see, too, that analogous process could produce interior
interstitials.

Such processes are called "Schottky processes" after the 1935 paper in
which Schottky introduced them.

With the aid of such processes, a crystal held at a given temperature
should be able to adjust its concentration of interstitials and
vacancies in such a way as to rrunimize its free energy at that
temperature.

That such minimization should be possible had been anticipated as
earlyas 1930 by the physicist CarlWagner, a very perceptive
man with a strong chemical background, who frequently
collaborated with Schottky.

While the equilibration process might take some time in a large
structurally perfect crystal, because generation and
annihilation of the defects could onlyoccur at surfaces, nearly
all real crystals contain sizable concentrations of dislocations,
which, as I'll show later in the lecture, can provide sources in
much the same way that free surfaces do.

Let's pause a minute now and see where the science of point defects
had gotten to by the middle to late 1930's.

There was by now a sizable and rapidly expanding body of
experimental data on diffusion and ionic conduction, and
theoretical ideas about mechanisms were gradually becoming
more orderly and reasonable.
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Main attention was starting to focus on interstitials, vacancies, and
possibly interchange or ring mechanisms, while wild ideas
like networks of micropores and extended regions of disorder
were losing favor.

Although a few things like transport numbers in ionic crystals were
giving some information about specific mechanisms, there
were still too few experiments that could distinguish one
mechanism from another, and too few theoretical calculations
of defect energies, etc.

However, these gaps would now at least start to be filled.

For example: it had been known for some time that the self-diffusion
coefficientof lead was enormously smaller than the diffusion
coefficient of gold in lead.

This fact inspired the German physicists Seith and Keil to perform a
simple but very cute experiment.

Namely, they compared the diffusion coefficient of radioactive lead
in pure lead with that in a very dilute alloy of lead with .03
atomic percent of gold.

If the gold resided on substitutional sites of the lead lattice, and if its
diffusion wereby the thenpopularmechanism of interchange
of the gold atom with one of its neighbor lead atoms, then
every jump of a gold would be accompaniedby a jump of a
lead, and since successive jumps of each kind of atom would
be uncorrelated, the random motions of the lead atoms would
be speeded up by the rapid jumps of the gold. The fractional
speedup should be the product of the fractional concentration
of gold by the ratio of the jump frequencies of gold atoms to
that of lead atoms with only lead neighbors.

At air temperature, this ratio of jump frequencies was over 100,000,
so if the diffusion in both cases were by place interchange, the
radioactive lead would diffuse faster in the alloy than in pure
lead by a factor of about 100,000 X .0003, or a factor of 40.
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This would be quite inconsistent with what they measured, which
was essentially no difference at all.

So the place-interchange mechanism seemed to be ruled out.

An analogous though slightly longer argument, which you can work
out for yourselves if you wish, can be used to rule out also the
assumption that gold occupies substitutional sites and that
diffusion is by a vacancy mechanism.

So Seithand Keil proposed that gold diffused interstitially in lead.

They repeated the experiment with silver in lead, and came to a
similar conclusion.

A different sort of measurement, not involving diffusion at all, was
made by the Russian scientist Strelkow in 1937.

He noticed that the thermal expansion coefficients of a number of
metals and salts all showed abrupt increases with temperature
just below the melting points of the crystals.

Whenplotted logarithmically against reciprocal temperature, the
increase of thermal expansionover the extrapolation from
lower temperatures showed a straight line behavior, as would
be expected for a thermally activated process with a sizable
activation energy.

It was tempting to conclude that in these experiments the density of
vacancies produced by a Schottky type mechanism had come
practically to its thermodynamic equilibrium value and that
what was being observed was the extra volume due to these.

With the war disruption and poor east-west communication, it was
some time before this line of work was picked up in the west.
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Various encouraging experiments in the 1950's finally culminated in a
series of very careful measurements by Simmons and Balluffi
at the University ofIllinois, starting with a 1960 paper on very
pure single-crystal aluminum.

They found the fractional concentration of vacancies to increase with
an activation energy of 0.76 eV, and to reach a value of almost
1 in a 1000 at the melting temperature 660°C.

Similar results were obtained for several other metals in their later
work.

All were favorable to a pure vacancymechanism of diffusion, since
one could account for the observed activation energies of
diffusion by combining these results with very plausible
activation energies for motion of vacancies.

I should hasten to point out, though, that the drawing of such
conclusions had by this late date been made enormously
easier by some advances on the theoretical side (orange
boxes).

Indeed, already in the 1930's there had been calculations of the
energy needed to create vacancies or interstitials in ionic
crystals, leading to the conclusion that vacancies would
usually form more easily than interstitials.

Analogous calculations for metals could only beattempted after the
wave-mechanical theory of electrons in metals had been made
quantitative, a development that I shall discuss in detail in the
next lecture.

Prominent in this field was Frederick Seitz, about whom I should say
a few words because he was perhaps the most influential of
the leaders in the flowering of solid-state physics that was
now commencing in the United States.
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When I arrived as a second-year graduate student at Princeton in
1934, Seitz, who had obtained his Ph.D. the year before, was a
postdoctoral fellow, and he lived and took his meals at the
Graduate College there, along with us graduate students.

He already had quite a reputation for his brilliance and the breadth of
his knowledge, and later in that year he was placedin charge
of running the Physics Colloquium for the entire department.

Over the next few years he had positions at several institutions, and
the early 1940's found him as assistant professor at the
University of Pennsylvania.

He had already spent several years preparing a rather large book,
"The Modern Theory of Solids", which appeared in 1940, and
which served for many years as a bible for experimental and
theoretical solid-state physicists, because of its completeness
and sound perspective.

Well, as you seefrom the outline, Seitz makes contact with the theory
of diffusion via some work in 1942 with his student Hillard
Huntington.

Huntington had been a fellow graduate student when I came to
Princeton, and we both passed the Ph.D. qualifying exam the
next spring.

His graduate study was delayed a few years by personal factors, but
eventually he completed a thesis for his Princeton degree
under the supervision of Seitz at Pennsylvania.

This thesis extended the new quantum-mechanical methods for
calculating electronic energies in crystals when atoms of a
metal were displaced from their perfect-crystal positions to
form a vacancy, an interstitial, or a similar defect.
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In a pair of papers Huntington and Seitz showed that for the metal
copper the activation energies to get two atoms squeezed past
each other to changeplaces required a prohibitively high
activation energy, well over six electron volts.

Tocreate an interstitial and squeeze it through to a new position still
required several eV, but to do the same with a vacancywas
much easier.

Though these calculations were still rathercrude, they gave the
vacancy idea a strong boost, especially after similar
calculations by others and for other metals gave similar
results.

It now seemed plausible for impurity diffusion as well as self-
diffusion to be vacancy mediated if all atoms were of
comparable size and closely packed, while interstitial
diffusion might be more likely for impurity atoms much
smaller than those of the host, like, say, carbon in iron.

On the experimental side the importance of vacancy diffusion soon
received strong support from what came to be known as the
Kirkendall effect.

This is a phenomenon that occurs almost universally when there is
interdiffusion of two or more constituents of a crystal that
migrate by a vacancy mechanism.

Here is a simplified picture of what happens.

Suppose we have a sample, shaped like this, which I'll suppose to be
a single crystal containing atoms of two different types A
andB.

And suppose that the concentrations ofA and B, though roughly
equal, are moderately different in the right and left parts of
the sample, as I've indicated here, and that in the region of
large concentration gradient we have placed a few inert
markers of some non-reactive foreign material.
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Suppose finally that A and Boccupy the same type of lattice site and
that both diffuse by a vacancy mechanism, but with A
diffusing much faster than B.

Then if we anneal for a while at a temperature where appreciable
diffusion occurs, A atoms will diffuse to the right faster than B
atoms diffuse to the left.

Since withevery atomic jump an atom and a vacancy undergo equal
and opposite motions, there will be a net flux of vacancies to
the left, as shown by the arrows here.

Soif vacancies were not created or destroyed, they would soon
become depleted in the green diffusion zone on the right, and
build up in excess in the red zone on the right.

Butof course the vacancies will try to re-establish their equilibrium
concentration by getting themselves destroyed or created.

If the crystal structure were perfect, such destruction or creation can
take place only at the surfaces, and so the surfaces would
move inward here and outward here, to produce a shape like
this down here.

A real crystal, though, will practically always contain many
dislocations, which can act as sources or sinks for vacancies,
thereby adding or subtracting lattice sites from their
environment.

Thus new lattice sites will be added in the green region, while sites
will disappear from the red region.

Thus this regionwill expand and this other regioncontract, with the
effect of pushing the markers to the left, as shown here.

This marker motion, relative to the ends of the sample or to other
features outside the diffusion zone, can be measured, and
provides a clear demonstration of the vacancy-mediated
nature of the diffusion process.
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Subsequent studies havemeasured the Kirkendall effect in many
alloy systems.

There is one more effect that was discovered in the forties that in
some cases gives very specific information about the nature
and rate of the hopping processes by which an impurity
moves from one site to another.

It is called the Snoek Effect after the Dutch physicist who discovered
it in 1941.

It frequently happens that impurities, especially those that choose to
lodge in interstitial positions, can occupy, normally with equal
probability, any one of several types of sites in a crystal, these
sites being crystallographically equivalent, but differing in
their orientation.

Forexample, consider one of the earliest cases to be investigated,
dilute carbon impurities in the body centered metal tantalum.

In its crystal structure, the cube looks like this top diagram, with
tantalum atoms shown as black circles at the corners of the
cube and one such at the center of the cube - here.

The lowest energy sites for carbon impurities turn out to be at the
centers of the faces of the cubes, as indicated by the colored
circles shown here.

There are three types ofsites, corresponding to the three possible
orientations of the cube faces, and I have distinguished these
three possible sites by the three colors red, greenand purple.

In the unstressed crystal, these allhave the same energyby
symmetry, and therefore the same probability of occupation.

However, if the crystal is stretched along, say, the vertical axis, as is
shown down here, the distance of the green site from its
nearest tantalum neighbors will be different from those for the
red and purple sites.
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So if the stretch is maintained for a long enough time, a new
equilibrium distribution will be reached in which the
occcupation of sites of the green type is no longer equal to that
of sites of the red or purple types.

Since this readjustment is an irreversible process that takes some time
to complete, it will dissipate energy, as relaxationprocesses
always do.

If the stress is varied sinusoidally at some frequency w, in an
ultrasound experiment, theultrasonic attenuation willvary
with w and have its maximum whenw equals the reciprocal
of the mean hopping time for migration of a carbon atom
between types of sites.

Thus a simple ultrasonic experiment can measure thishopping time
at any desired temperature, and from this one can easily
calculate the diffusion coefficient of the carbon in interstitial
diffusion.

This can be done at temperatures that are too low to measure the
diffusion in an ordinary diffusion experiment.

One can also extract the dependence of the site energy on strain, to
compare with theoretical estimates of this quantity.

Although the term "Snoek effect" is used only for the effectof
impurity hopping on acoustic attenuation or internal friction,
it is obvious that one canmeasure thehopping time similarly
by using any property affected by anisotropy of the impurity
distribution, for example, anisotropy of paramagnetic
resonance.

There remains just one box on this transparency that I have not yet
discussed.

This refers to what is actually an important subfield of solid state
physics, namely radiation damage.
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It refers to the production ofdefects, sometimes onquite a large scale,
when solids, usually in the form ofcrystals, are exposed to
bombardment by high-energy particles that can collide with
atoms ofa crystal and knock theminto places they would not
normally occupy.

Although such damage must have undoubtedly occurred since the
earliest days ofexperimentation with radioactivity, and in the
early work of nuclear physicists in producing artificial
radioactivity and using accelerators, it apparently did not
become a subject of serious study until the Manhattan Project
of World War II, when the construction of nuclear reactors
necessarily subjected many materials to very extensive
neutron bombardment.

After the war it became an interesting and fruitful field of study as a
research tool for solid-state physicists as well as a matter of
practical concern.

Despite the tremendous importance of this field, I'm going to concern
the limited time of this lecture by corifining my discussion of
it to two more sentences.

Bombardment, whether with neutrons, charged heavy particles, or
electrons, can produce all kinds ofpoint defects, including
vacancies and interstitial atoms, and these defects need not
initially be in their configuration of lowest energy.

And there is much interesting physics not only in the details of the
production of these defects, but in the ways they transform
themselves and interact with each other during annealing.

^pfu -j INSERT TWO LONG-HAND SHEETS OF INFORMATION HERE,
'SOJJp ending "or rarer connections." ^— i K^a/oV-I- SjlC &/W- ^kss* t><ff M^f-

In the previous lecture and throughout the bulk of the present one,
we have followed the development of understanding of such
fields as thermal conduction in non-metals, diffusion, and
ionic conduction, using concepts having to do with the
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behavior of quasiclassical atoms in perfect crystals or in
crystals with point defects.

We've followed these developments through about the middle 1960s,
but haven't said yet anything about more recent work except
for my brief remarks at the last lecture about the discovery of
quasi-crystals, which I inserted just to provide an example of
how important possibilities can sometimes be overlooked in
the middle of an area that is supposed to be well understood.

You may still wonder, though, why it has seemed natural for me to
let the historical study peter out in the 60s.

Well, for one thing, this was a time of gradual transition in the
research atmosphere in these fields, and also in the field of
dislocations, which I'll discuss in a later lecture.

After decades of confusion, people were starting to feel themselves
armed with a good enough supply of well-established
concepts to make straightforward progress on most problems
that they encountered, although of course they could expect to
find occasional challenges requiring more radical ideas.

Also, more sophisticated experiments were more and more often
requiring researchers to combine concepts from different
groups, and a lot of new ideas were coming in in areas like
many-body physics and sophisticated statistical mechanics.

So work in some of these older fields did not at all become routine
and dull; it merely matured in a way that made purely quasi-
classical concepts inadequate.

The story I want to closewith has to do with an aspect of vacancy
diffusion which has been the subject of several papers over
several decades but which is not completely understood.

The subject is the isotope effect, by which I mean the difference in the
diffusion coefficients of different isotopes, either of the host
material or of an impurity, in a given host.
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Two effects are immediately obvious that could cause a diffusion
coefficient to vary with the isotopic mass.

One is classical, namely the fact that in a thermal distribution at a
given temperature a lighter isotope willon the average move
faster than a heavier one.

The other effect is quantum mechanical, namely the fact that the
lighter isotopewillhave a higherzero-point energy in its
ground state and a differentminimum energy of transverse
motion near the saddle point configuration of hopping from
one site to another, so that the activation energy for the hop
will be different from that for the heavier isotope.

But this latter effect, though veryimportant for diffusion of a light
atom like hydrogen whose zero-point energy can be quite
large, should be almost negligible if the hopping atom is
heavy and the temperature well above room temperature, as it
is in many practical diffusion experiments.

So one might naivelyexpect that in such cases the proportionality of
average thermal velocity to the inverse square root of the mass
would lead to a similar dependence for the diffusion
coefficient.

But this is rarely in agreement with experiments, so theorists have
beenforced to look at the diffusion process more carefully.

An effect that received special attention was one that had been
discussed way back in 1950 by Bardeen and myself, in an
appendix to a paper on the Kirkendall effect, and with no
mention of a possible connection to the isotope effect.

Our purpose in this appendix was merely to formulate rigorously the
relation between the diffusion coefficient of vacancies in a
monotomic crystal and the measureable diffusion coefficient
of a tracer isotope negligibly different in mass from the atoms
of the host.
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Our conclusion was that the ratio of the tracer diffusion coefficient to
the vacancy diffusion coefficient was not exactly equal to the
fractional concentration ofvacancies, as had been widely
assumed, but should differ from this corSSSS^fty a
correlation factor f.

If the tracer atombehaves exactly like a host atom as regards its rate
of interchange witha neighboring vacancy, as we originally
assumed, f depends only on the crystal structure.

But if one wishes to take account of the mass difference, or if one is
dealing with a chemically different impurity atom, f will
depend on the difference in hop frequencies.

—-^ So what I'm going to do is Txi\firsJ? sketch a generalized derivation of
^ the existence of an f factor, and thenJhow how one can make

a rough estimate of its dependence on mass.

One starts out with the well-known expression of the diffusion
coefficient in terms of the rate ofgrowth of the mean square
migration distance of an atom as time increases.

This relation, as you probably know, results from integration of the
macroscopic diffusion equation, here, subject to the initial

—> condition^rfthe concentration cat time zero is a delta function
at the origin.

The time derivative of the mean square spread in the distribution is
CjnrfiA- —^ then given by this equation, which one can integrate by parts,

transferring the Laplacian to the r^ to yield the result 6 j2rj£>#

So after a time encompassing many hops, we can write a= the mean
i-2, divided by 6 t.

Now I'm going to assume for simplicity that all atoms can change
places with vacancies on nearest-neighbor sites, that all hop
distances are the same, and all hop rates for a given type of
atom are the same.
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Then if a tracer atom of type Tshifts its position by the vector aj in its
j-th hop, its diffusion coefficient Dy can be expressed as a
large-time limit of 1/6 t times the squared sum of the a;
vectors over all hops occurring in time t.

We can use an ensemble average of this squared sum and write it as a
sum on two indices, i and j, and notice that when i = jevery
ai2 has the same value, so that we get this final expression
here, where Nav(t) is the average number of hops made in

^ t time ti'.

If all the hops were statistically independent, then every term of this
summation with i different from j would be zero.

sit
—> But as I will nowjtyiow, successive hops that involve the same

vacancy are not independent in their directions.

If one could watch the motions of the tracer atom on atomic scales of
length and time, one would find (if the concentration of
vacancies is small) that the atom would often remain
stationary for a considerable period when no vacancies were

—^ near it, and that theSe^vould alternate with vacancy
encounters in which the atom would make from one to several
hops due to the same vacancy before this vacancy diffused
away again.

Thus we could reasonably replace the summation over all hops i by
a summation over reasonably well separated encounters e
and a further summation over the small number of hops ie
associated with encounter e.

We could then assume hops in different encounter groups e and e'
to be uncorrelated, so that such pairs would contribute
nothing to the ensemble averaged sum we are trying to
evaluate.

Thus we get the first equation of this line, and since all the encounters
—^ are equivalent, we can replace the sumsoveTtmcounter* e

(Mil*i)
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by the sum for a single encounter bf the average number
Nenc of encounters in the time t.

But we can make an even further simplification.

The average dot product of two hop vectors ai^md a^depends only
on the difference between je and ie, so we can replace the
summation over both these indices by the summation over a
single one, keeping the other fixed.

So we only need to evaluate the summation on this next line here,
and introduce a factor N per encounter representing the
average number of hops of the tracer that occur in a single
encounter.

But now the product of these two average Ns, which are
independent, is nothing other than the average number of
hops of the tracer per unit time in thermal equilibrium, and
this in turn is the product of the average number of vacancies
neighboring a tracer atom by the probability wt per unit time
that a tracer atom hops into a vacancy neighboring it, by the
average number of vacancies at any of the Z neighboring sites,
which is, if we neglect zero-point energies, just Z times the
fractional concentration cv of vacancies.

The neglect of zero-point energies is appropriate for a theory that
excludes quantum-mechanical effects, and it should be pretty
well justified if one is dealing with heavy elements and high
temperatures.

Wellnow if we take this expressionfor the summation here and put
it into the expression up above for the diffusion coefficient we
get the final result I've shown here at the bottom, where I've
used the symbol fp for 1-f^Tmes the quantity in these angular
brackets here.

•^fe-feetoi1 4,LwneB4i^rrrthc 2 fctp4rer^rmesnfTe^^ herera^itdT'-nr
X'vvr embarrassed to have to admit that in our original work

Bardeen and IJeft flrw of„rhn- 2a rrn fc and never realized it until

^Ejlf^-^-^^j^^g^ ov*e €furU**7 ay^H^^)
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the Dutch physicists Kompaan and Haven pointed out the
omission four years later.

At the very bottom here I've written a slightlymore compact way of
stating the same result, namely as a ratio of the tracer
diffusion coefficient to the diffusion coefficient of vacancies,
which is related to the hop frequency ofa vacancy into any of
the nearest-neighbor sites occupied by a normal host atom.

Ifone is neglecting the isotope effect, wT and wv are equal and their
ratio can be omitted.

What I want to do next is to sketch how a practical calculation of the
correlation factor can be made for crystals of sufficiently high
symmetry, and from this to show how the correlation factor
depends on the mass of the tracer.
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ROLE OF POINT DEFECTS

PART

EXPERIMENT

Spring 1878

Roberts

-Austin 1896

Diff. in solids

Au in Pb

19001 Misc. Surface

reactions1chemists

1920

Early meas.of
cond. in nonmetals

Grob & v • Natural radio-

Hevesy 1!?20 T active tracers

1930s
Tubandt

1914-32
^ Transport nos
for ionic conds.

Artificial

radioactive tracers
•••••••••i^BnnBBBiBHBBaHni



IN DIFF. & IONIC COND.

I

THEORY

J
Defect role in

ionic cond. & diff.

^

v. Hevesy
1922

Gen. of vac- Frenkel
4

interstitial pairs 1926

Eq. cone of j Wagner,
vacs. (gen. < Schottky,
at surf, or etc.) 1930,1935

I •
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ROLE OF POINT DEFECTS

PART

EXPERIMENT

1930

Seith and
Keil 1933

Strelkow 1937

1940

Snoek 1941

Diff. of Au in Pb
not by place

exchange
•^••••••••••••••^•^••••••••••••••••^^mmI

Activated
expansion at

highT

N^ Atom-hop
int. friction

Kirkendall 1942

Smigelskas &
Kirkendall 1947

1950

Kirkendall eff.

Misc meas.
Late 1950's

I960 Simmons &
Balluffi 1960

Lattice
const, vs.

jj thermal exp.

«*w-



IN DIFF. & IONIC COND

II

THEORY

Vacancies
dominate ionic
cond. in NaCl,

etc.

Electron th.
calc. f or Cu
—• activ.
en. for vac.
diff. «2eV;
interst. or
ring »this

/

1930

Mott and
Littleton

1938

1940

Huntington
& Seitz 1942

1950

1960
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KIRKENDALL EFFECT

Less B ;< Less A
More A More B

o
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k ,
inert markers

If Da»Db, fluxes
(near middle)

A

B

If there were no generation or annihilation
of vacancies, diffusioji would lead to

•Vacs.
Vaes. s^ ^___ unders.ai.
sii persaturated,f ,' -

•«Hv«*svrA t;«Kvr.v.:i,.-.w.vr- -.v.-.--v.-:;.

If vacancies are readily
created and annihilated,

at surface only

O
O

at many places
in bulk

—mmii 11 mm »*i hi •
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O
O
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ma rkers sh if ted
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CORRELATED SEQUENCES OF HOPS
IN VACANCY-MEDIATED DIFFUSION

In general cfc=DV2c, so if c(t=0) = 5(r)
9t

d_ | r2c, d3r = D \ r2 V2c, d3r = 6D, D = <r2>
3t 6t

If tracer atom T makes successive hops a
between neighboring sites with each| a |2 = a2,

DT = lim 1<ZU 2> = lim 1 [Nav (t) a2 +1 < ^ • a>]
t—>oo 6t j I t -^oo 6t i^j

Nearly all hops, if caused by dilute vacancies,
will fall into well-separated "encounters" e,
each consisting of one to a few hops produced
by the same vacancy, before it wanders away.

If e ^ e', < aie«a'je> = 0, and

< XVaj>=2X . S < aie'aje>] =2< Nenc>^< ^e^e >
i^j e je>ie je>ie

for one e

=2<N ><N >< a (a. +a7 +...)>enc perenc leV^-ve 3e •••/<>

TVhich, if zero pt. energies are neglected,
= 2wTZcva2 fT

CO

Where fT = 1+ 2 X pje-' <cos 9je >
je=2 ret

Thus DT = j_ wTZcva2 fT, or DT = wT c ;fT
6 D„ wV vv V



n

CALCULATION OF FT FOR CRYSTALS
OF HIGH SYMMETRY

If every a is along a symmetry axis, then
<a(l+1)e> = Aa

io

With X independent of ie, so

<aie* a(i+n)e ^ ""' <aie* a(i+n-l)e'> " Xn a:

Here X can be calculated as a sum over
all vacancy hop paths that form closed loops:

OOOOtJ
start

Vacancy path: black
Tracer path: red

oo

Then fT = 1 + 2 X ^J
j=2

finish

For host crystal
self-diffusion: type

(Compaan & Haven „
1956) *

fee bec diamond

0.781 0.727 0.500



EFFECT OF ISOTOPIC MASS

Let wt = prob./unit time that tracer T and neighboring
vacancy trade places

Then if: classical mechanics apply, and systems
crossing saddle point thermalize before
returning,

3 In wt = -AKt, where
d (In mT|/2)

AKt = fraction of K.E. of unstable normal normal mode
that is carried by T

Difficulty: Need to know force laws

How to calculate fT? Ideally need not only wT and
vacancy hop rate wh in pure host material far
from T, but also hop rates at all positions
relative to T.

Simple approximations: take rates wh for all possible
vacancy hops except those shifting T, wT for
latter. Or guess a w for vacancy-host hops
adjoining T.

Above approximations lead to
ajnfr - fT-l
d In wt

So since Dt ^ fr Wt,
3 In Dt - -frAKT —fh AKh

d In (mTi/2)

Schoen 1958
Tharmalingam &
Lidiard 1959,
Mullen 1961
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CORRELATED SEQUENCES OF HOPS
IN VACANCY-MEDIATED DIFFUSION

In general 3c=DV2c, so if c(t=0) = 8(r)
&4 (**»*} v dt

_3_ I r2c, d$= Dj r2 V2c, d3r = 6D, D= <r2>
dt 6t

If tracer atom T makes successive hops a
between neighboring sites with each | a} |2 = a2,

DT =lim j_<I Ia, 12> =lim I [Nav (t) a2 +Z < a- •aj>]
t—>°o 6t j i t —>°° 6t i^j

Nearly all hops, if caused by dilute vacancies,
will fall into well-separated "encounters" e,
each consisting of one to a few hops produced
by the same vacancy, before it wanders away.

""* If e*e', <aie«afe> =0, and
<Xai-aj>=2E I < aie-aje>] =2< Nenc>I < aie-aje >

fej e je>ie je>ie
for one e

=2<N ><N >< a Ca0 + a, + )^ -^enc X1perenc "ieV*2e "3e '••)•>

Which, if zero pt. energies are neglected,
.oft*' ~ 2Jns^wTZcva2 fT

*f WherefT=l+2l pn<g><cos 8je>
je=2 ret

Thus DT = j_ wTZcva2 fT, or DT = wT cvfT
6 Dv wv
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=2<^></V/W.)<a)j(&J^a,.y-^_J

i*J e je>ie

=2< Nenc> < Nper enc> < aie(a2e+ a3e+...),
Which, if zero pt. energies are neglected,

= 2wTZcva2 fT
oo

Where fT = 1+ 2 I pi- <cos 6je >
je=2 ret

TVino n — 1 XX7 7r q2 f nr F» = w r f

TC J
je>ie

for one e



EFFECT OF ISOTOPIC MASS

Let wt = prob./unit time that tracer T and neighboring
vacancy trade places

Then if: classical mechanics apply, and systems
crossing saddle point thermalize before
returning,

3 th. Wt = -AKt,
3(/nmT|/2)

where

AKt = fraction of K.E. of unstable normal normal mode

that is carried by T

Difficulty: Need to know force laws

How to calculate fr? Ideally need not only wt and
vacancy hop rate wh in pure host material far
from T, but also hop rates at all positions
relative to T.

Simple approximations: take rates wh for all possible
vacancy hops except those shifting T, wt for
latter. Or guess a w for vacancy-host hops
adjoining T.

Above approximations lead to
3 in fr ~ fr -1
3 /h wt

So since Dt ^ fr wt,

_3iLQT- -frAKT-fhAKh
3 /h (niTi/2)

Schoen 1958
Tarmalingam &
Lidiard 1959,
Mullen 1961

.
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FIG. 7. Peak heat-pulse velocity as a function of tem
perature. Solid 3He. Va~23.72 cmVmole. The arrow
vn is the theoretically computed second-sound velocity
assuming Eq. (3) and first-sound velocities from Ref. 13.

a3

siderably lower than ST and we are now approach
ing the limiting second-sound velocity region. By
0. 37 K, Fig. 6(f), we begin to lose this second-
sound pulse as it begins to ride on the diffusive
pulse. .

In Fig. 7 we have plotted the temperature depen
dence of the heat-pulse velocities for the 23.72-
cms/mole crystal. The scatter in the L- and JT-
mode velocities is about five and two times larger
than for the ST mode because of the large differ
ence in velocities and all the data were taken with
the same resolution on the Biomation (0.1 /xsec
per channel) so as to record the pulse shape of all
three pulses in one trace. It is clear from Fig. 7,
though, that the ST-modepeak velocity goes
through a maximum at about 0.2±0.02 K. The
maximum velocity is about 119. 5 m/sec, while the
low-temperature limiting velocity is about 113
m/sec. In the. second-sound region the limiting
velocity is about 101 m/sec in the temperature re
gion of 0. 31-0. 34 K. The qualitative behavior of
the leading-edge velocities of the ST mode also
appears to be similar but is complicated in the re
gion of the maximum by the rapid decay of the L
and FT modes.

In Fig. 8 we show the intensitv behavior nf thp

same temperature as the velocity maxim
namely, 0. 2 K. Above about 0. 22 K, a i
of the ST-mode intensity occurs consistei
observed velocity dispersion and a new rr
is reached at about 0. 3 K as the collectiv
sound-mode forms.

The behavior presented in Figs. 6-8 fo
[110] ST phonon was also observed in the
with a molar volume of 24.45 cm^/mole. Thi
behavior of the ST mode again had a doubJ
mum and the velocity had a maximum at a
0.19 K. Numerically, the peak velocity li
temperature limiting value of 104 m/sec ;
maximum velocity of about 110 m/sec. T
ing second-sound velocity was 100 m/sec.

No unusual behavior was observed with
crystal. The limiting second-sound veloc
again 100 m/sec.

3. Discussion

It is clear from the above data that the t

ture dependence of the intensity and veloci
slow mode in 3He is most unusual. In 4Ho,
and Bi the velocities monotonically decree
second-sound value and the intensities at n

show one peak in the region of the saturate
sound as the collective-mode forms. Howi

because of the extreme elastic anisotropy «
material we thought it worthwhile to detcm
expected theoretical second-sound velocity
the known first-sound velocity surface data
Greywall.13 The primary purpose was to >
expected value of vu was larger or smalls
the velocity of the slow [110] transverse pi»<

800

700h o L MODE

• FT MODE

|_ AST MODE OR
SECOND SOUND

y. 600

(ft

UJ 500

£400

300

200

100 -

SOLID ^e
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192 APPLICATIONS

which neglects the effect of boundary orientation. We have seen that, if
care is taken not to equilibrate tensions normal to certain prominent
energy cusps, this may not lead to severeerrors. (2) Even if the energies
are accurately measured, there will be some scatter because E is plotted
vs. 6 while actually E is also a function of the variable boundary orienta
tion. Section 12.2 showed that, in the [001] tilt boundary of Fig. 12.1,
E0 varies b}' a factor of \/2 with boundary orientation; hence at small 0
the energy also varies by a factor of -\/% There is some evidence that

_l o DUNN SILICON IRON (110) SERIES, 0m= 26.6°

A DUNN SILICON IRON (100) SERIES, 0m = 29.8°

D AUST AND CHALMERS TIN, 6nx= \2.2°

V AUST AND CHALMERS LEAD, 0m = 25.0°

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2

'm

3.6

Fig. 13.2 Comparison of theoretical curve with measurements of relative grain-
boundary energy. The theoretical curve is given by E/Em = 0/0m[l - In 0/0,,,]: 0,
for each of the four sets of measurements is listed; the corresponding values of E,„ ••"''
not known, since only relative energies are measured.

the variation in E is reduced at larger angles by a compensating variation
in A.

Figure 11.5 illustrated two convenient methods of comparing th<"
theoretical formula with measurements of energy vs. 6. Both method-
can be applied to the measurements of relative energy vs. 6 to obtain :i
check of the form of the formula. A quantitative check of the calculable
parameter E0 is, of course, not possible unless energies are measured on nn
absolute scale.

Figure 13.2 shows four sets of measurements: the two by Dunn ami
coworkers on silicon iron with axis of relative rotation [100] and [1 IC)J.
respectively, and two byAust and Chalmers on tin and lead, respectively.
As predicted by the theory, all four sets of data were well fitted with
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the variation in E is reduced at larger angles by a compensating variation
in A.

Figure 11.5 illustrated two convenient methods of comparing tin*
theoretical formula with measurements of energy vs. 6. Both method-
can be applied to the measurements of relative energy vs. 0 to obtain a
check of the form of the formula. A quantitative check of the calculnbl'-
parameter E0 is, of course, not possibleunless energiesare measured on mi
absolute scale.

Figure 13.2 shows four sets of measurements: the two by Dunn and
coworkers on silicon iron with axis of relative rotation [100] and [1I0|-
respectively, and two by Aust and Chalmers on tin and lead, respectively
As predicted by the theory, all four sets of data were well fitted will'
straight lines when plotted in the form E/0 vs. In 6; see for example Komi
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energies. To a rough approximation the width of each strip is inversely
proportional to the energy of the stacking fault within it. It is easy to
account qualitatively for the relative width of the different strips by
considering the geometry of the stacking faults.291 -291a

Fig. 157. Sixfold ribbons in chromium chloride. [After S. Amelinckx and P.
Delavignette, J. Appl. Phys. 33, 1458 (1962).]

(it) Chromium bromide. In chromium bromide the bromine ions
are hexagonally close packed; the chromium ions again form a ring
pattern. The possible Burgers vectors are therefore the same as in the
chromium chloride structure. However, on glide the succession of
stacking faults is different and this is reflected in the relative widths
of the fault ribbons. Sixfold as well as fourfold ribbons have been
observed. In both the chromium chloride and the chromium bromide
more complicated glide paths are possible, and are in fact often ob
served.
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Figures 6a. A dislocation. Diameter 1-0 mm.

Bubble diameter 0.76 mm.

Figure (5 c. Diameter 0-30 mm.

-e, Proc. Roy. Soc. London A 190, 474 (1947)
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DIFFUSION OF A LARGE MOLECULE OR

A COLLOID PARTICLE IN A LIQUID

Model as a solid sphere of radius a, whose surface drags
the liquid with it.

Imagine a dilute solution of such spheres in thermal
equilibrium in the presence of a weak constant force

field F acting on each sphere in the x-direction
(pot.en. V=-Fx for a sphere centered at x).
The average concentration c at x will obey

c(x) oc exp (-eV/kT) = exp (Fx/kT)

and to first order in F the diffusive flux must
just cancel the drift flux

D dc/dx = Dc F/kT = cF (vdrift/F)

By Stokes' law of hydrodynamics
(vdrift/F) = 1/67CT1 a

> so D = kT/67CT| a = RT/67ir| M^ (Einstein relation) (1)

For sugar solutions D is measured, R and r| known, (1)
gives Na. Solution of hyd. problem of disturbance of
shear flow around a sphere gives r|(solution)/r|(pure
water) in terms of volume fraction of spheres (°cNa3).

Solve for N and a.

For Brownirian motion a is known, D measured,
so (1) alone gives N.
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where by (3) and (4)

57

ntot = no+n ++ ri- = now (85)

v+z+ /«D-y\ v-z- ^-v <86>
U/=H exp H erp ,

is dependent on the energies eD, ea of possible donor and/or acceptor levels for

hydrogen. At the temperatures used, eF = e , the midgap energy. Solving (84) and

(85) for the binding energy (Eoa " E0) using data for the two ends of the range of

measurement, we find

E ~E = 1.30-0.127 €n{vQZQw) eV at 1473K , (87)
oa

= 1.21-0.118 fri(vQZ0u;) eV at 1365K; (88)

note that Z0 and ware different at the two temperatures. Thetwovalues (87) and (88)

should, of course, be equal. One can ask whether any plausible behavior of v0Z0 w

could bring them into agreement. It seems unlikely that temperature variation of Zq

w could be sufficient to be of much help. However, a large value of vQZ0 w could help

appreciably: the currently popular bond-center model has v0=#, harmonic

vibrational models with plausible frequencies could give ZQ of the order often or even

rather larger in this temperature range, and w could conceivably be several times

unity if eD is rather above e . Even with all these factors, though, it is difficult to get

(87) and (88) to agree completely, and one should probably attribute an appreciable

fraction of the difference in their first terms to experimental error or conceivably to

the presence of a perceptible amount of molecular species in the solid solution,

increasing as T is lowered. The latter hypothesis encounters difficulties of its own,

however, as we shall see in SubsectionZtKyj/d I V) y^ctfo^ *J,
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different electron and hole masses). Ifwe assume for simplicity that the only centers

I present areshallow donors Dand shallow acceptors A(one species of each), and that

these are always fully ionized when not passivated by hydrogen, the charge

neutrality equation determining eF is

nk~ ne + {nD-nDH] ~ {nA-nAH)+ »+ " »_ =0 (14)

where nDH, nAH are the nIH of (7) for I= D or A, respectively, and nD, nA are the

corresponding fixed chemical doping nT.
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Lecture III - 1 

Welcome, one and all, to the third lecture of my planned series on the 
evolution of solid state physics. 

L, 

This being the start of a new academic year, it's natural that this 
audience contains two types of people: those who heard one 
or both of my lectures last spring, and those who have not 
heard any. 

For the benefit of the latter, I would like to review a few pieces of 
information about the nature of the lectures, their 
organization, and their level of presentation. 

The idea is to give a necessarily brief perspective on what modem 
solid state physics has accomplished in about the last century, 
but not to give the sort of perspective one would present in a 
contemporary course of solid state physics. 

Whereas a course would try to explain, as efficiently as possible, 
what present-type and- day understandings are, my lectures 
will feature the story of how people acquired these 
understandings, sometimes through long and painful periods 
of misunderstanding. 

I'll only have time to do this for a limited selection of the paths to 
understanding that scientists have followed over this long 
period, but I would like to try to present the main ideas that I 
do describe without watering them down. 

This will require that the audience have some familiarity with 
physics already, and I will assume something like a level of a 
beginning graduate student and try to talk as lucidly as 
possible at that level. 

So let's start the lecture. 
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As I explained last time, we are starting the lecture series by 
picturing the many problems that scientists of the early years 
of this century faced in trying to understand the properties of 
solids in terms of the atomic picture of matter. 

So it's natural for us to consider first the problems that were simplest 
for them to understand in the earlier years, and because the 
real understanding of quantum mechanics didn't come until 
1925, this means looking at properties of solids that can be 
reasonably understood in terms of atoms obeying classical 
mechanics with only a few aspects of quantum mechanics 
taken into account. 

With this sort of rationale, I showed this transparency, which gives a 
rough idea of at least my initial thoughts about the 
organization of the lecture series. 

The bulk of the previous lecture was devoted just to the topic at the 
extreme left, the properties of perfect crystals made of quasi
classical atoms. 

Now actually it turns out that most of the practically important 
properties of solids are associated with imperfections in their 
crystalline structure. 

It is natural to choose, as the subject for the present lecture, a 
discussion of these properties and how they are associated 
with the various kinds of imperfections, while still assuming a 
picture of atoms behaving approximately according to 
classical mechanics. 

The simplest kind of such imperfections are what are called "point 
defects", that is, atomically localized regions where there is 
something wrong with the normally perfect structure of a 
crystal, surrounded in all directions by regions where the 
crystal structure is almost perfect. 
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Such point defects turn out to be particularly important for diffusion 
and ionic conduction in solids, properties that began to be 
s tudied at a fairly early date, so I'll start out by following Ul 
tune several paths of discovery and modelillg that have led to 
om present lmderstanding of phenomena in these fields. 

These are shown Ul a roughly correct tU1le order on this transparency 
here, with experilnental or observational developments on 
the left and theore tical or conceptual developments on the 
right. 

Let me start with sunple macroscopic observations of diffusion Ul 
solids, which I've identified Ul purple boxes. 

~".e. "{(,Pd.5 
While there probably ~ qualitative irlctlcatiOft3 of such diffusion 

going well back into the 19th centmy, I haven't tried to track 
~eMl)"efthese down historically, because at first there 
were no serious attempts to describe the phenomena 
quantitatively. 

As good a time as 3)}¥ from which to date quantita tive scientific study 
--7~ of diffusion ~solids is perhaps the work of the English 

chemist Sprillg, who, among other thillgS, studied the 
formation of various metal alloys from contac t of mixtures of 
their elemental constituents. 

More accurate quantita tive data on the diffusion of gold in lead 
were eventually provided Ul 1896 by another Englislunan, 
Roberts-A us tin. 

Also, at about this tilne, various chemists started accumulatulg data 
on various chemical reactions at solid surfaces, which 
resulted ill the appearance of reaction products a t some 
distance illside the surface. 

Thus, l1l0re and more evidence was acculllulatulg, from a nlunber of 
sources, for the conclusion that even at temperatures far 
below the meltulg poult, a toms could move slowly through 
crys tals. 
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The evidence I've discussed so far was all based on variations of 
chemical analyses with position. 

However, a slightly different type of evidence began to accumulate 
in parallel in the early years of this century, based on studies 
of electrical conduction in non-metallic materials that had 
often been loosely described as insulators. 

I You will remember that the electron was discovered by J.J. Thomson 
at the end of the 19th century, and was soon shown to have a 
charge to mass ratio enormously larger than the ionized 
atoms that had been familiar to gas discharge physicists and 
electro chemists some years before. 

-, ~ 

As I'll discuss in the next lecture, and as most of you doubtless know 
already, the discovery of the electron very soon led Drude 
and Lorentz to make the very fruitful suggestion that 
electrical conduction in metals was due to electrons that had 
become detached from atoms and were able to move freely 
throughout the crystal. 

This idea became quite popular, as it accounted for many of the 
known properties of metals. 

In particular, it accounted for at least the order of magnitude of the 
Hall effect, that is, for the fact that in metals the application 
of a transverse magnetic field can cause the direction of the 
electric current to differ measurably from that of the electric 
field. 

This suggested to experimentalists a simple way of deciding whether 
the small conduction currents they could measure in non
metals were due to free electrons or to motion of charged 
heavy ions, since in the former case a measurable Hall effect 
should be observed, whereas in the latter case any Hall effect 
ought to be immeasurably small. 

And indeed it was found that electronic conduction predominated in 
some cases, ionic conduction in others. 
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.' DYI~ ~ ':')eMf di5,1f",c.t7cv, 6d'VeA!I'1 ~/<c;.6Y""nr.:, .,.",<:1 C1H?}~ C6nd kd:.oV5 -:; 
11~, jp--tk~ fil.;gt G8S?M Of e m centurY"the study of ionic conduction 

was born as a definite subfield of physics, involving the ,..w.-:::'Ilk:J;-J----~ 
gradual motion of ions through crystals lmder the bias r~c~ttt<?;J 
imposed by an electric field. 

Within another decade considerable progress was made in 
determining the temperature dependence of s Llch conduction 
and separating ionic conduction in pure crystals from ionic 
conduction due to impurities. 

In the m eantime, a more efficient way of m easuring diffusion 
coefficients eventually came into occasional use, and 
ultimately into quite widespread use. 

This was the idea of using radioactive tracers. 

This was first done by Grob and von Hevesy in 1920 and 1921, using 
,; radioactive lead obtained from the decay of uraniLUn or 

thorium. 

By coating the surface of a specimen of metallic lead , or one of lead 
fluoride, with a thin layer of the sam e material made with 
radioactive lead , they could easily measure the penetration of 
the radioactivity into the interior in the course of time, and 
thus get an accurate value for the self-diffusion coefficient of 
lead in either of the' solid phases, a quantity tha t would not 

--~-ll> have been measurabJ1 by the old-fashioned chemical means. 

While only a few elements could be studied using naturally 
radioactive isotopes, because there are so few of them, the 
nuclear physicists soon started to study extensively the 
production of radioactive isotopes of elem ents all through the 
periodic table by bombardment of familiar substances with 
protons, or ultimately with neutrons. 

The application to diffusion measurements came quickly enough, and 
was well underway in the 1930's . 
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Radioactive tracer m easurements have been exploited continuously 
ever since, and their sensitivity and accuracy has made 
possible studies of diffusion along smfaces, grau, boundaries, 
and dislocations. 

In recent years, more p osition-sensitive techniques, using mass 
sp ectroscopy, ion beam s, etc. , have also com e into use, but I 
won't discuss then~n,.s>w- · 

7£ 
~ Ji 7~ S~ 

What I" want to ~I:l't'l ~now ~ is the problem of u,terpretu,g 
diffusion and ionic conduction U, terms of a defffiite and 
hopefully quantitative m odel of the behavior of a toms U, 
crystals. 

Here what is needed is a combination of theory with new types of 
experiments capable of distinguishu,g one type of a tomic 
motion from another. 

I've used green boxes on the transparency to identify key steps 
toward progress on this problem. 

To those of us whose mmds have been contaminated by glib courses 
on solid s tate physics, it seem s that the progress in the first 
few decades was mcredibly slow and that people were rather 
stupid. 

Actually, many of the people workmg on these problems were really 
quite bright, and the slowness of the progress was due not 
only to the general wLfamiliarity and novelty of the problems, 
but especially to the fact that there was no reliable source of 
ilLformation on the quantitative variation of u,teratomic 
forces with atomic separa tions, except p erhaps for the case of 
ideal ionic crys tals, and that even for these calculations taku, g 
account of all the known effects were quite tedious. 
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For example, it seem ed natural to most physicis ts to aSSLUne that 
diffusive migration usually took place by interchange of the 
p ositions of pairs of neighboring a tom s, since there would be 
m any more opportunities for such interchanges to take p lace 
than motions involving specific defects. 

Moreover, in the early decades it seemed rather difficult to devise 
experiments that would give indications favoring one type of 
atomic m echanism over another, since there were in those 
days no ways to observe individual a toms. 

One such experiment was, however, devised and carried out. 

Starting about 1914, the German physicis t Tubandt undertook to 
measure, for some ionic crystals, what fraction of the 
elec trical conduction current was carried by the positive ions 
and what fraction by the negative. 

These fractions, called transport numbers, could go to zero for an ion 
whose drift in the field was negligibly sm all compared to the 
rate of drift of the oppositely charged ion, up to 1 for an ion 
whose drift speed was much grea ter than that of the other. 

l. .4 (Ib '.IL_ 
-)!>. -rille: A _4 E, - cd' Cbt-t}q '-"'C >v1-..!4(~ l<..yeJ Py ff r o.ss ~;&"I ;'-N'"n$. 

\ -;;::. 

While a transport nLU11ber described only one aspect of the atomic 
motion, it was a t least a clue that one had to take into account 
in speculating on models, so it was very useful when finally, 
in 1932, Tubandt published a lengthy review giving his best 
es timates for transport nLU11bers of a nLlllber of crys tals . 

But though it was certainly helpful, this information was still far 
from sufficient to establish a particular model of ionic 
conduction, and it would still be quite a few years before 
.further experimental in.formatiOl1 Oft further details ~ W.4V-<" QFt~/,·.~ed_ 

B3fl€h,'ll~iffusj,QP .lREI i@ol¥",€@fl~iG~ 
a\kailabie . 
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For example, the German von Hevesy, whose work with radioactive 
tracers I just mentioned a few minutes ago, proposed in 1922 
that diffusion might involve a line of a toms, all of which could 
jump forward in unison. 

For other cases, for example the self-diffusion of lead, von Hevesy 
proposed diffusion by simple interchange of neighbors. 

A rather different type of thought was developed by workers a t the 
Physico-Technical Institute in Leningrad. 

The leading experimentalist there was A.F. Ioffe, wh ose long career 
began early in the century when he went to Germany to study 
under Rontgen, who, among other things, was working on 
piez~lec tric crystals. 

After World War I forced Ioffe to return to Russia, he continued with 
this interest, and ex tended it into ionic conduction. 

He became convinced that diffusion or conduction was likely to 
involve inters titials or vacancies, and got his theorist 
colleague Frenkel interes ted in the problem. 

Let me interrup t for a minute for a comment about Ioffe. 

He becam e one of the Soviet Union 's m ost distinguished scientists, 
and when the Institute of Semiconductors was se t up in 
Leningrad after World War II, he became the head of it, and ... I <="I_ ,.,.-_____ 

~ had the pleasure of meeting him there in 1960, when le was ~ "'V4-

~ still very active and forwa rd-Iooking.i.rt his 80'~. )0 J!!!etr$ ~ 

Returning to mechanisms of diffusion, Frenkel published a very 
important paper in 1926 that not only showed von Hevesy's 
idea of a diffusing line of atoms to be absurd, but showed that 
a mechanism for generation of vacancies and interstitials in 
the bulk of a crystal was very plausible. 

His line of reasoning was ridiculously simple, as shown here. 
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Suppose'¢ we start with a perfect crys tal, as shown in the diagram at 
t[1e upper left. 

At any finite temperature the atoms will be undergoing random 
thermal vibrations, and if the temperature is high enough it 
may occasionally happen that an atom jumps away from its 
normal lattice site and squeezes into a cage of neighbors 
where it's potential energy has a metastable local minimum. 

I've used a red arrow here to indicate such a hypothetical jlU11p. 

After such a jlunp, the atom may remain for some time in this 
m etastable site but eventually one or ano ther of several 
things will happen. 

The most likely is that another large fluctuation will cause the a tom 
to return to its original site. 

But it's also possible tha t it will jump to a different m etastable site, 
perhaps even farther away from the original site. 

And it's also quite possible that some other atom adjoining the 
original site will jwnp into this site with the effec t that the 
location of the vacancy will have moved to a different 
position. 

I've shown in the lower left the situation that would obtain if both of 
these things occurred. 

The vacancy and the interstitial are now no longer nearest 
neighbors, and obviously in the course of time they can move 
quite far apart. 

Thus on the long time scale, therm al fluctuations can create, starting 
with a perfec t crystal, a crystal with sizable but equal 
concentrations of vacancies and interstitials. 
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This process is sometimes called creation of "Frenkel defects", 
although as we shall see, there are other ways of creating 
vacancies and interstitials. 

The Frenkel mechanism, however, always produces equal 
concentrations of the two species. 

What I've shown here of course is just for the simplest possible type 
of crystal, one containing a single type of atomic site, but 
obviously the same process can occur in a crystal with several 
components, for example an ionic crystal, in which case there 
are two kinds of vacancies and two kinds of interstitials, but 
the concentrations of either type of vacancies must equal 
those of the same type of interstitials. 

The Frenkel mechanism was particularly appealing, since it could 
occur anywhere in a perfect crystal. 

However, as was shown almost a decade later by the German 
workers, both vacancies and interstitials can be created 
independently of each other, again by normal thermal 
fluctuations. 

Suppose we again consider a perfect crystal, but this time consider 
what can happen near a surface. 

In the upper right diagram here, I am showing such a crystal, with an 
incomplete layer of atoms here on its top surface. 

An occasional thermal fluctuation could cause an atom at the edge of 
this top row to move over by one spacing, leaving a gap 
where it had been. 

A later fluctuation might of course cause this atom to jump back 
again, but on the other hand it might cause an atom from the 
second row to jump up into the place that the first atom had 
vacated, as shown by the red arrow in the middle diagram 
here. 
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That would leave a vacancy in the second row, and of course, a 
subsequent fluctuation might cause this vacancy to be filled by 
an atom from the third row, as shown by the green arrow 
here. 

The result would be, as shown in the bottom diagram, a vacancy well 
inside the crystal, and obviously this vacancy could move to 
any position inside the crystal. 

And it's easy to show that interstitials in the deep interior could be 
created analogously. 

While to generate a given density of defects throughout the whole 
bulk of a crystal by this so-called "Schottky mechanism" 
would take many more steps than by the "Frenkel 
mechanism", achieving such uniformization in typical 
experimental times need not always require unreasonably 
large diffusion coefficients for vacancies or interstitials. 

Moreover, although in a perfect crystal the Schottky processes I 
have just described can create vacancies or interstitials only 
at free surfaces, this limitation does not apply to most slightly 
imperfect crystals. 

As I shall show in a few minutes, if a crystal contains dislocation 
lines, processes very similar to the one I've shown can create 
vacancies or interstitials along most dislocation lines. 

So by one mechanism or another, many crystals can, if held at high 
temperature, adjust their content of interstitials and 
vacancies so as to minimize their total free energy. 

This was anticipated by the German physicist Carl Wagner as early 
as 1930. 
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Wagner was a man of unusually sOLU1d reasoning and insight, and 
thanks to a sh'ong background in chemistry, he had an 
exceptional appreciation of the value of the laws of 
thermodynamics and s ta tistical mechanics, and of how to use 
them properly. 

I came to know and admire him many years later. 

Wagner and Schottky collaborated ex tensively, and their early 
thermodynamic publications p ointed out that a crystal in ideal 
thermal equilibrium should have a finite concentration of 
vacancies or interstitials, and that in chemical compounds 
these concentrations should depend on the stoichiometry. 

Let's pause a minute now jD,e s~e where the science oft.E::~efects 
has/gotten to by1l1e;l'ate f930's. 

There'jga..r,y now a sizable and rapidly expanding body of 
experimental data on diffusion and ionic conduction, and 
theoretical ideas about mechanisms~gradually becomu,g 
more orderly and reasonable. 

wet" 
Mau, attention is=starting to focus on interstitials, vacancies, and 

possibl)! interchange or ring mechanisms, while wild ideas 
like networks of micropores and ex tended regions of disorder 

IVIlA! ~ losing favor. 

~ Although a few thffigs like transport nLU1,bers U, ionic crystals a.!l@r WRV'-e. 

~ givu,g some information about speff.fic m echanism s, there \..V<!~ 

~ still~ too few experiments tha'r:d1s'fu,guish one m echanism 
~ from another, and ~ too few theoretical calculation s of 

defect energies, e tc. 

'f~'fil ~ However, these gaps ..... ' . now at least s tart to be filled. 
r"V' exItMP!I/~C.ol~Y7 

~ :iIi!-..... had been known for some time that the self-diffusion coefficient of 
lead was enormously smaller than the diffusion coefficient of 
gold U, lead. 
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This fact inspired a simple but very frui tful experiment, carried out in 
1933 by the German physicist SeithJwho earlier h ad 
collaborated with von Hevesy, and his collabora tor Keil. 

Nam ely, they compared the self-diffusion coefficient of lead in p ure 
lead with the diffusion coefficient of lead in a very dilu te alloy 
of lead with .03 atomic p ercent of gold. 

If the gold resided on subs titutional sites of the lead la ttice, and if its 
diffusion were by the then p opular mechanism of interchange 
of the gold a tom with one of its neighbor lead a toms, then 
every jlilllP of a gold would be accompanied by a jLUnp of a 
lead, and since successive jlilllpS of each kind of a tom would 
be LUlcorrela ted , the random motions of the lead a toms would 

~ be sp eeded up by the rapid jumps of the goldoffi: it ratie Bq"Mttl 
t. f""lf..d; J,6l, the product of the fractional concentra tioQ i gold by the 

..-'f sruJr...p ~atio of the jLU11p frequencies of gold a tOliiWro lead a toms 
$..Yl ~I< )tf-."~ with only lead neighbors. " 

A t the temperature of their experiment, 243 0c., this ra tio of jump 
frequencies was known to be a little over 105 , so the 
fractional increase of the diffusion coefficien t of lead, if this 

~ r l dJ.<y..e ~were correct, would be a little over 105 X 0.0003, or 
something like a fac tor of 40. 

This would be an enormous increase, very easy to detect. 

But when the experiment was done, no measLU'able chan ge was 
fOlmd. 

So they drew the clear conclusion that place interchange played 
essentially no role in the diffusion of gold in lead . 
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The same conclusion would have to follow with regard to a vacancy 
mechanism that p ostula ted a vacancy that associa ted itself 
most of the time with a substitutional gold impurity, but th at 
could move either by exchanging position with the gold or by 
exchanging position with one of the lead neares t neighbors of 
the gold. 

So they concluded that the mechanism of gold diffusion was, with 
overwhelming probability, one involving jWl1pS of the gold 
between neighboring interstitial si tes, a p rocess that woul d 
not mix up the neighboring leads. 

They repeated the experiment using silver instead of gold, an d 
reached the same conclusion . 

A different sort of m easurement, not involving diffusion a t all, was 
made by the Russian scientist Stre.ruJow in 1937. 

He noticed that the thermal expansion coefficients of a number of 
metals and salts all showed abrupt increases with 
temperature just below the melting pointSof the crystals. 

When plotted logarithmically against reCiprocal tempera ture" ~ -rhe.
»kif9~ increase of therm al expansion over the extrapola tion 
from lower tempera tures showed a straight line behavior, as 
would be exp ec ted for a thermally activa ted process with a 
~izable activation energy. 

This is just the sort of behavior that would be expec ted if the 
concentration of vacancies produced by the Schottky process 
were becoming large enough to increase the volume of the 
crystal by a m easurable amOlmt. 

One might therefore conclude tha t in all these m a terials Schottky 
vacancies were indeed appearing, and one might m ake crude 
es timates of their concentra tion and the energy required to 
p roduce them . 
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Unfortunately, Strelkow's work was not significa ntly follmved up 
for a considerable time, partly, I suppose, because of World 
War II, but partly because in the bmst of research that took 
place after the war in Britain and the United States, many 
workers seemed not even to know about what Strelkow had 
done. 

Eventually, a few workers go t the fruitful idea of m easuring the total 
volwn e of vacancies by comparing the increase in to tal 
volume of a crystal with temperature with the increase in the 
lattice constant as measm ed by x-rays . 

After a few crude measmements of this sort in the 1950's had given 
encouraging results, a munber of very careful experiments by 
Sinunons and Balluffi at the University of Illinois were finally 
m ade, star ting with a paper on very pme single-crystal 
alumimun in 1960. 

They fOlmd the fractional concentration of vacancies to increase with 
an activation energy of 0.76 eV, and to reach a value of 
almost 1 in a 1000 at the melting temperature 660°C. 

Since the activation energy for self-diffusion in aluminum is 1.25 eV, 
it would be very reasonable indeed to conclude that the 
diffusion was mediated purely by vacancies, since such a 
model would require merely that the activation energy for 
hopping of a vacancy to a neighboring site be the difference of 
1.25 and 0.76, or 0.49 eV, a very reasonable figure . 

Similar conclusions were derived for several other m etals in their 
later work. 

I should hasten to point out, though, that the drawing of such 
conclusions had by this late date been made enormously 
easier by som e advances on the theore tical sid~~t'4~j'" l:>.nt~s..J. 

~ ~----> ... ?U~ c.-Cl. c~/a-l.l()H~ {tlf' ~tA/~ cDw/",1 tt>",I'1 k~ 4. ttot!.~I't>t-~ IlfCr& 
~ c . . . :It *~ w.r~~~.~2.¥~t- ,t"'tr:~ '" ,..,. mechamcal theory of electrons 111 metals

A 
VelOpmel1.tj'tnar 

shall discuss in detail in the nex t lecture. 
r nl,,?gJ c..~ ih 

7 r~J ,"'7 e 1"l"30'", ~ ... <.. .if Ckd 006-e.f!.>7 c..ak.J.ab& .... ..s of' 
~ 'ft,e ~f!.'1r l-1.ede,J b c.Y'.e~ V~<l(~ .... Y' i..Yzi;er'Xt:'ib'la/. ~"7 

(C'1.(c c.r'156tl~ ) d ' &. -1J S 

]J II J W 0 1: {) 'Of.-e C.Ol>1c./('(';()1? +iiA:t vac<tl-t~~e" 
W" l( -. U '$ '<.. <tit fcw ~ IA-U> l".e: ~cu..lJ #'4YI l.V/ .. 6eY·'Jtit-~ / s; • 
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?rpY"li J7~Yl-f lYJ #J,~.e)d a.b(J~t" 
...:;.. Glne ~o#te-1eaElel'5 iA=il-.@se~pn rt,;FK0 was Frederick Seitz, wh om 
~ I sh9~d s~_,,~ t~w words rlbou.t because he was 01':0 of t'he pel'/. ~p5 The 

-;:. mos~: igG'r(;bs le~cfers in the flowering of solid-state physics 
that was now commencing in the United Sta tes. 

When I arrived as a second-year graduate student a t Princeton in 
1934, Seitz, who had obtained his Ph.D. the year before, was 
a p os tdoctoral fellow~~hB'tved and took his m eals a t the 

-.)- Graduate College there, the bclll'te as T r#El aftcl11l~-efs. alC>h? W('Ht 
t-1,.5 fl'adl(Ac-< ~t:udeV76~, 

He already had quite a reputation for his brilliance and the breadth 
of his knowledge, and la ter in that year he was p laced in 
ch arge of running the Physics ColloquilU11 for the en tire 
dep artment. 

Over the next few years he had p ositions a t several ins titutions, and 
the early 1940's found him as assis tant professor at the 
University of Pennsylva nia. 

_"?'> """" ');hi". book served for m any years as a bible for experimental and 
theoretical solid-sta te physicis ts, because of its com pleteness 
and sOlmd perspective. 

Well, as you see from the outline, Seitz m akes contact with the theory 
of diffusion via some work in 1942 with his student Hillard 
Huntington. 

---40. H lmtington h ad been a fe1l9w f?i,radl!f!e student tirtC fi"Sl!em:} came 
~ to Pnnceton, and h:~A M.-uli le1Ie~ m€lR?bef1c:rf t l::€l g~'~ wheT' W... IJt:>i-J-. 
~ passed the Ph.D. qualifying exam :;H' the ~El of t!tat yerll·. H,o(!. nen ¥'*t 

'7' 
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,k19<24 ... IC,_W 
-----;, His graduate study was fA€1p. intcl'!'tt'flt€1Q by a fe~~rs~ -b, ~Y-?OY1t{l r- ~ 

• ~ lol"~ eventually he fuHnd the time tEl !,\'odf"~t11eSiS for his 
~ Princeton degree under the supervision of Seitz (Sf t:<.C 

~ Pennsylvania. 
J'Z~W ~KQ.>'l-t .. I«'1- I->r~(~ 4'7'-C"-) 

~ ThiS~ thesis bI l'll,e RBW groUl?d jn l'1tat it extended the..am ethods ~er, 
--> ~ib;02£)d ot;.ber5 h.~trod~ for calculating q:nan~-

. ~ D1Ld::rDl?rc. R"echanieaHy tl-w energies Elf electl'Oui\i systems in ffletals to cY'1¢al.s 
calcula te the energy changes when atoms of a m etal were 

L 

displaced from their perfect-crystal positions to form a 
v.acancy, an interstitial, or a similar defec t. 

I've put this work in an oran ge box - here - to emphasize that, unlike 
all the theoretical advances I've been talking about so far, it 
originated from the quantum-mechanical line of thought, 
ra ther than from the quasi-classical. 

But it belongs in the present outline because its conclusions gave an 
important guide to the direction quasi-classical thinking 
should go. 

Namely, in two papers, by HlU1tington and Seitz and by Hunting ton, 
they showed that for two neighboring atoms of copper to 
squeeze pas t each other and change places, a rather large 
activation energy, well over 6 eV, would be required. 

This would m ean that such interchanges, which had been considered 
the most likely mechanism in much of the thinking of previous 
decades, would practically never occm at temperatures below 
the m elting point. 

The ac tivation energy for interstitial diffusion, that is, for creation of 
an interstitial by a Schottky tyye process plus its further 
ac tivation to the saddle poiJ.1~r a hop to a neighboring site 
was only rather crudely calcULated, but seemed to be of the 
order of several electron volts, rather higher than the 
activa tion energy measun?tfor diffusion in copper. 
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Only for diffusion by a vacancy process", While these calculations 
were not terribly accmate, their general import was 
confirmed over a period of years by calculations by other 
workers, for various transition and noble m etals, and they 
served to focus the attention of experimenters and theoris ts 
alike on the vacancy diffusion process, both for self-dif~sionl?d ~k

and for the diffusion of impmities similar to most~ m~afs. 
~~~ ______ . ____ ~ A 

further support ~ the importance of 
vacancy diffusion rom the expenmental side via w hat came 
to be known as the Kirkendall Effect. 

Over the years there had already been a few experiments involving 
alloys of two metals, that seemed to show that in a 
concentration gradient the flux of the one m etal in a given 
direction could be rather different from the flux of the o ther 
metal in the opposite direc tion. 

However, there was little discussion of these experiments, or follow
up of them, until the American metallmgist E.O. Kirkendall 
s tudied the interdiffusion of copper and zinc after a thick 
layer of pure copper had been electroplated onto a specimen 
of brass. 

w&!- td:tel'l&:r~ 
-?> _ This work was reported a t a Metallurgical MeetingLattended 1;:3' e 
~--~ film tber=@f tlw leadi:n§:.plJ)(Ji i.cis ts ill t€lf@o;tea in Qi~ieR 
--"> ~lf'B~3 ClU-. -

The experiments verified that the zinc diffused considerably fas ter 
than the copper, a result that would be impossible if the 
diffusion occmred by simple place interchange of neares t 
n eighbors. 

Discussion of this work led to the prevailing view that the diffusion 
must have been by a vacan cy mechanism , with a net flux of 
vacancies out of the copper-rich regions and into the zinc-rich 
regions, a flux just sufficient to balance the excess of zinc flux 
over copper flux in the opposite direction. 
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If the copper and zinc crys tals were both perfec t, vacancies could not 
be created or annihila ted anywhere excep t a t the free 
surfaces, so in the copper-rich regions the surface should 
swell, and in the zinc-rich regions it should slu'uLk, 

Actually, with the geometry used here the copper completely 
sUlTolmded the brass so slu'llLkage of the la tter would be 
p ossible only if the brass pulled loose from the copper. 

~ ~I:I i J'C~1his was not a t all what was observed; both m etals 
deformed classically, in such a way as to preserve their 
contact but allow the brass core to slu'uLk and the copper-rich 
outside to swell. 

This would displace the origulalulterface Ul a way that could be 
~ detected by ulert m arkers, and the disloca tion motion 

.;::t ~ required for th?'~ could supply the needed sources and 
sUlks for vacancies tlu'oughout the bulk of both m etals, 

Though there was argllllent about this ulterpreta tion a t the tune, 
more careful experiments, still on copper-brass couples, by 
Smigelskas and Kirkendallul 194i) fau'ly well es tablished the 
correc tness of the picture. 

Subsequent studies have measured the Kirkendall effect Ul m any 
alloy system s. 

< t1 -fh~ forij~ 
There is one more effect that was discovered ~Be"t st l -C7bae that 

Ul some cases gives very specific u1formation about the n ature 
and ra te of the hoppmg processes by which an U1lpurity 
moves from one site to another. 

It is called the Snoek Effect after the Dutch physicist who discovered 
it Ul 1941. 
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It frequently happens that impurities, especially those that choose to 
lodge in interstitial positions, can occupy, normally with equal 
probability, anyone of several types of sites in a crystal, these 
sites being crystallographically equivalent, but differing in 
their orientation. 

For example, consider one of the earliest cases to be inves tiga ted, 
dilute carbon impurities in the body centered metal tantalum. 

:r.,..., ;'6: st:ri«!t:w~ ~~ C l<-Pe 

T!lnmRnu ig a B8~y ccItteroet crystaJ.~.:I"hlli~ mut ~ looks like this 
top diagram, with tantalLll1 a toms shown aSblack circles at 
the corners of the cube and one such at the center of the cube 
h ere . 

The lowest energy sites ~carbon impurities turn out to be at the 
centers of the~-a8e5 ~fthe cubes, as indicated by the colored 
circles shown here~ 

There are tlu'ee types of sites, corresponding to the tlu'ee possible 
orientations of the cube~aces, and I have distingLushed these 
three possible sites by the three colors)red, green and purple. 

The w1s tressed crystal has cubic symmetry, so the energies of all 
three of these sites are the same, and one can exp ec t tha t in 
thermal equilibriLill1 the concentration of carbon a toms on 
each of the tlu'ee types of sites will be the sam e. 

If however the crystal is stre tched along one of the cube axes, the 
vertical axis as I have shown it in the lower diagram , these 
sites become inequivalent. 

For example, the nearest-neighbor tantalLll1 to a green site ~1is 
vertical distance here, which has been increased by the

ll 

s tre tching. 
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But the neares t-neighbor site to a red or a purple site is one of these 
horizontal distances from the central a tom , an d these will be 
decreased by the s tre tchin g if we apply only a vertical tension, 
because of the familiar Poisson's ra tio contraction a t right 
angles to the tension . 

So although the red and purple sites will s till haV~ftn~ energt~>/ 
the green sites may be expec ted to have a higher or lower 
energy, and if the carbon a toms are able to hop from site to 
site and establish thermodynamic equilibrium, they will, if the 
strain is maintained for long enough, com e to a new 
equilibrililll w ith different populations on the differen t types 
of sites. 

If the applied uniaxial s tress va ries Sinusoidally with the time, as it 
will in an acous tic or ultrasonic experiment, the difference in 
popula tion between the two types of sites will vary likewise, 
though perhaps with a phase shift. 

Suppose the variation of stress or strain with time over one cycle is 
as show n in the black curve, whose amplitude I take to be 
always the sam e regardless of the frequency . 

In the limit of very low frequency, compared with the frequency of 
hopping of the impurities, the concentra tion difference will be 
prac tically in phase with the stress, as show n by the green 
curve. 

At the opposite extrem e, very high frequency, the s tress or s train 
amplitude will be very small, as shown by the red curve, with 
a ra te of change, that is, the slop e of the curve, a m aximum at 
those times when the s tress is a maxituLlll. 

As the frequency chan ges from low to high, the shape of the response 
curve will change contitluously from that of the green curve 
to that of the red curve. 
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When the frequency is of the sam e order as the average frequency 
with which the carbon atoms jlU11p from one type of site to the 
other, in other words, the reciprocal of the m ean jump time '[, 

. 1· t ItS"O j,T::~. 1· d . d · WIt 1 ItS ex renla, ,anu maXllnunl anlp ltu e 11ltenne late 
between those of~he gr~en and red curves. 

Now the amplitude difference plotted in these cm ves is proportional 
to the inelastic strain, that is, the ex tra deformation of the 
crystal over and above the elastic deformation that would 
occm if the carbon a tom s did not shift their positions. 

The net worl)done by the applied stresses on the inelas tic sys tem, L> 
proportional to the time integral of the product of the stress 
given by the black cmve by the slope of the response cmve. 

This integral is essentially 0 in the low frequency limit, because the 
integrand changes sign every 90° of phase. 

But if we consider the black curve and the pmple, we can see that the 
purple curve is rising all the way form the origin here to its 
maximLUn way over here, and the black curve is positive over 
all of this range, so the integrand is positive. 

The integrand is negative only over the much shorter range from 
here to the node of the black curves where it again becom es 
positive. 

Thus the integral over a whole period is positive, so that the applied 
stress does a net work on the crystal system. 

This transfer of energy shows up as a measurable increase in the 
sOlmd absorption in this frequency range as compared to its 
value at higher or lower frequencies. 

The equations describing the variation of absorption with frequency 
are easy to write down, and by fitting them to observations 
one can get quite an accurate va lue for the m ean hopping 
time '[ between the different typ es of impurity sites. 
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{> 

~ In many cases this hopping time also determine¢' the diffusion 

\ 

coefficient of the impmity, and this type of measmement can 
be extended to far lower temperatmes than the direc t 
measmement of diffusion. 

Although the term "Snoek effect" is used only for the effect of 
impmity hopping on acoustic attenuation or internal friction, 
it is obvious that one can measure the hopping time similarly 
by using any property affected by anisotropy of the impurity 
distribution, for example, anisotropy of paramagnetic 
resonance. 

There remains just one box on this transparency that I have not yet 
discussed. 

This refers to what is actually an important sub field of solid state 
physics, namely radiation damage. 

It refers to the production of defects, sometimes on quite a large 
scale, when solids, usually in the form of crystals, are exposed 
to bombardment by high-energy particles that can collide 
with atoms of a crystal and knock them into places they would 
not normally occupy. 

Although such damage must have w1doubtedly occurred since the 
earliest days of experimentation with radioactivity, and in 
the early work of nuclear physicists in producing artificial 
radioactivity and using accelerators, it apparently did not 
become a subject of serious study until the Manl1attan Project 
of World War II, when the construction of nuclear reactors 
necessarily subjected many materials to very extensive 
neutron bombardment. 

After the war it became an interes ting and fruitful field of s tudy as a 
research tool for solid-state physicis ts as well as a matter of 
practical concern. 

To save time, I am not going to discuss it in any great detail, but I 
should mention briefly a few aspects of it. 
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The major one is that bombardment, whether w ith neutrons, 
charged heavy p articles, or electrons, can p roduce all kinds of 
p oint defec ts, including vacancies and inters titial a tom s, the 
la tter n ot necessarily in the configuration s tha t are locally of 
lowes t energy. 

So on e can use radiation dam age not only to s tudy the p rodu ction of 
p oint defects, but to study their transform ation s in annealing, 
their interactions with each other and forma tion of complex 
sp ecies like multiple vacancies, and so on. 

I won't say anything more about these topics now, but I m ay later in 
the lectures m ention some other aspects of r ad ia tion dam age 
that have provided still other important inform a tion for 
solid-s ta te physics . 

.-:--
" - Well n ow it's time to m ove on and p ass from the field of point defects 

to consider crys tal defects of one- or two-dimension al 
s tructure. 

As I will show in a few minutes, one-dimensional defects, 
dislocations, and two-dimensional defec ts, surfaces and 
interfaces, have gotten tangled up with one another in 
interes ting and som etimes surprising ways, so I'm going to 
consider them somewhat toge ther in the nex t portion of the 
lecture. 

Actually, the very concept of one-dimensional defects only grew very 
gradually. 

The p ath that ultimately led to it was the study of p las tic 
deforma tion of solids, so the first p ath we sh ould look at is 
the one devoted to the ques tion "what are the facts" (I mean 

-----:> m acroscopic fac ts) "of p lastic flow#" '/? 

Of course, there's been a lot of qualita tive kn owledge since 
prehistoric times, about how some solids are stronger than 
others, SOl1le are plastic and SOl1le are brittle, and so on. 
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In the p rocess of pulling the two ap art, the force pulling them 
together should be appreciable onl~~t v~~.~1i'!H~e'!?lra tions, 
of the order of the lattice constant, so),.f1{~ m aximum 
attractive force during their sep ara tion, could be quite 
reasonably ~lat~o6 f:;~ ,-It ed. 

His estimate for the m aximlUTI stress in the cou:#of pulling the tw o 
010 ",,ts crys tal h alves apart was about 2 X 10 p er square 

. A 
centimeter. 

A few years later Frenkel, in Russia, tried a slightly different 
calcula tion, imagining two halves of a crystal to be pulled 
tan gentially over one another by a shearing force, and 
obtained a critical stress for a ca tas trophic shea<~~1 . 

-~'77'" deformation of a similar order of m agnitude to ' tti'p'ili'11 
s tress . "" 

. 
F 

( 

• '0 -

But the harsh reality was that the critical rupture or shearing 
stresses m easured on ac tual m aterials were always several 
orders of m agnitude sm aller than these theoretical 
calcula tions. - SOffl.e. 

So for sC"QraJ years theorists struggled with the ques tion: "why are 
real crystals so weak?" 

The question was esp ecially intriguing because it seem ed tha t the 
purer or more perfect the crystal, the lower was the yield 
s tress. 

---3r 
In this sp ace here of the m ain p icture, I should have p ut a box with a 

label something like "widely diverse speculations" and a nam e 
box to the left of it saying "everybod y" but the p rojection was 
gettin g too big, so I've just subs tituted tills zig-zag green line 
for the box. 

The specula tions to accolU1t for crystals bein g so weak included the 
idea that crys tals were not really continuous, but m ade up of 
a large collection of separate crystal blocks, sep arated by 
regions more similar to a melt than to a crystal, w hich could 
yield more easily, somewhat as a liquid would. 
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He was delightful to talk to, soft-spoken, considera te, and full of 
insights. 

While I won 't try to describe all the properties of disloca tions that 
were discussed in the papers of these three people, I'd like to 
describe the basic idea briefly. 

All the papers considered what is now called an ed ge dislocation. 

This is a defect in which the arrangement of atoms in a suitably 
oriented plane is something like w hat I have shown in the 
upper diagram here. 

It can be described in any of several equivalent ways. 

For example, one could say that one has s tar ted with a perfect 
crystalline arrangement, split the crystal ap art from the top 
down to this point, moving the two halves horizon tally away 
from each other, then inserted an ex tra row of atoms into the 
space. 

Alternatively, one might say that one has cut the crystal along this 
-7t horizontal line ~~Qfar as this point, and pushed the 

Lmderneath portion sufficiently to the left to m ake the atoms 
well to the right join up again in perfect crys tallin,e order, but 
one atom spacing further over. 

The former mode of generation has suggested the commonly used 
symbol for a dislocation, namely, a perpendicular sign with 
the horizontal base representing the slip plane and the 
vertical line the ex tra layer of atoms above the cut. 

The rela tion to plasticity is easy to see. 

Suppose we were to change the position of this dislocation here by 
shifting its center one atom spacing to the left. 

This would change the configuration of the a toms from one in which 
this vertical row here was interpreted as the extra row of 
a tom s, to a configuration where this next verticaI row here 
p lays the role of the ex tra row. 
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~
sup~se\Pa t, ~ 1ile s~ing U 1earlJP~ect l' aior · of t1U~~r t: , we 

\?n~ct a 0 e~a tJ1 0 to -to~n or, ~~t 
l' tried to show ill. th's green lrve at the lower left. ' 

Now suppose that we take an unagillary perfect crys tal(w1strau1e<9 
and try to duplicate the path that we have taken U1 the 
physical crys tal, by replacu1g each atom-to-a tom vector U1 the 
origu1al p ath by a vec tor U1 the unstrau1ed crystal between the 
correspondu1g pair of neighbors. 

We m ay filld that the p ath ill the unstrau1ed crys tal closes exac tly, or 
we m ay filld that wl~n the path ill the origu1al crystal close;t~ 
the p ath ill tlk~~{S1fau1ed crys tal~not close but lacks one or 
m ore crys tal translation vec tors to close. 

If so, then it is obvious that it would not be p ossible to slu'u1k the 
original p ath gradually down to nothiI1g without 
encounteru1g some strongly distorted region , since otherwise 
the difference U1 closure would have to go to zero. 

Sillce there are many ways that one could try to slu·ffik the pa th to 
zero, and everyone mLlst encolmter a strongly dis torted 
region, we must uuer that there exists, a t the very leas t, a liI1e 
of strong distortions tlu'eadu1g the mitial cU'cuit, and without 
any end illside the crystal. 

Such a liI1e would be a generalized dislocation, but it need not be a 
s traight lU1e, and its d irection need not have any special 
rela tion to the vector describing the failure of closure, a 
vec tor that is now called the Burgers vector. 

The edge dislocation we considered a few millutes ago would be a 
sp ecial kind of disloca tion, lyu1g along a straight line and with 
a Burgers vector p erpendicular to this line. 

An other esp ecially sUl1ple kU1d of dislocation, that had not been 
considered U1 the earlier work, would be one w here the 
dislocation is again along a straight lU1e, but the Burgers 
vector is p arallel to this line. 
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If we think of the line as vertical, then making one trip all the way 

around the Burgers circuit would move us upward vertically 
by one Burgers vector, and going around and around many 
times would be equivalent to climbing a very shallow spiral 
staircase. 

A dislocation of this type is called a "screw dislocation". 

These dislocation papers convinced many of the leading physicists of 
the importance of dislocations for the plasticity problem, 
although many scientists, particularly metallurgists, 
remained unconvinced. 

But because of World War II, further work practically ceased until the 
war was over, and when it resumed the center of gravity had 
moved from Germany and neighboring areas of the continent 
to England -and the United States. 

Let's look first at the new work on some of the detailed properties of 
dislocations, continuing to use red boxes for this subject. 

Actually, this began some time before the end of the war, with a 
study by Huntington, who as you will remember, was just a 
graduate student with Seitz at the University of 
Pennsylvania, using the standard theory of ionic crystals to 
calculate the energy of the core of an edge dislocation in 
sodium chloride. 

This quantity, important for dislocation theory, represents that part 
of the energy of creating a dislocation that is not describable 
simply in terms of the lowest-order effect of the elastic strain 
field at large distances from the dislocation. 

Although it could be calculated for an ionic crystal, it was not until 
much later that sufficiently sophisticated calculations could be 
made for metals. 
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Now suppose we consider the special case of a close-pac.ked . 
hexagonal crystal, and try to construct an edge dislocatlOn by 
the first of the methods I discussed on the previous 
trans parency. 

k 
Suppose we do this by starting with a complete close-pa'1.ed layer 

with atoms at positions labeled with orange letters A. 

In a complete crystal these would be covered with atoms in the 
~ positions labeled with green B's over centelTof A triangles, 

and the B's in turn would be covered by a third layer directly 
over the A positions, and so on. 

If we want to make a simple edge dislocation, by the cut-shear-and
splice method I discussed on the previous transparency, let's 
cut the crystal with a knife inserted from the right just above 
our starting A layer, and cut over as far as the brown line, 
which will represent the center of the disloca tion. 

Then let's take the layers that lie moderately to the right of the 
brown line, and above the cu t, to the right by a vector b 
corresponding to a nearest-neighbor separa tion, for 
example, B' to B". 

Finally, let's bring the two sides of the cut together, and let all atoms 
relax into their configurations of lowest local energy. 

One might naively think that after all this we would be left with a 
simple edge dislocation with almost perfect crystal order 
everywhere except within a couple of lattice spacings of the 
brown line, where there would be distortions of the order of 
an atomic spacing. 

But for this type of crystal, the configuration of lowes t energy can, in 
many cases, be quite different. 

Suppose the atoms interac t with each other mainly by very short
range forces, that become negligible at distances as far as the 
separation of next neares t neighbors. 
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Then it turns out that the configuration the crystal will finally relax 
to will be better approximated by our initial "cut-and-shift" 
construction if we break this construction up into two stages. 

We start by cutting from the lower right over to the brown line, as 
before. 

But now let's take the part of the crystal above the cut and shift it to 
the right and downward, by the vector that takes this B' 
position into the position e', instead of all the way from B' to 
B" . 

The effect of this shift on the stacking pattern is shown in these 
diagrams here, which show side views of the various layers 
that we saw from above in the top diagram. 

The left diagram shows the stacking in the original perfect crystal, 
which was a simple alternation of orange "A" layers and 
green "B" layers. 

The middle diagram shows the stacking well to the right of our 
brown line, which is the same as before below the cut - I've 
indicated the plane of the cut with a dashed line - but which 
above the cut has what used to be "B" layers now changed to 
"C's", and, as you can see from the top diagram, the "A's" 
changed to "B' s" . 

This makes what's called a "stacking fault" near the plane of the cut, 
since there are now second-neighbor planes that have 
different in-plane coordinates for their atoms, (see, for 
example, this green-orange-purple sequence) something that 
didn't occur in the starting crystal. 

But with the assumption I said we were using, namely, that second
neighbor and farther interactions are negligible, this doesn't 
affect the energy, so all we have to worry about in the region 
well to the right of our brown line is the strain energy. 
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This sort of motion is called "climb", and could be produced physically 

if the dislocation could absorb vacancies. 

Now suppose we try to produce similar motions for a half 
dislocation on a close-packed crystal. 

I've shown the initial configuration here, using colored lines, just as 
on the previous transparency, to denote different types of 
planes. 

Glide, a motion in the plane containing both the dislocation line and 
its Burgers vector, could again be produced by slight motions 
of the atoms, motions that would be small everywhere except 
near the center of the half dislocation. 

Most importantly, the energy of the half dislocation would be 
changed only by the change in area of the s tacking faults . 

If the two half dislocations of an extended dislocation were each 
made to glide in the same direction by the same amOlmt, the 
area of the stacking fault would not change, and so the to tal 
energy of the extended dislocation would not change. 

So a modest shearing s tress could produce a large shift of the 
extended dislocation, the same as for the simple case . 

But cl~f a half dislocation!s I show over here, would cause 
V problems. 

~ If we try to move this half dislocation upward, normal to the sligl 
plane, keeping its Burgers vector constant and parallel to this 
plane, we will create a vertical fault plan e where this type of 
s tacking on the left has to change over to the type on the 
right, and this can't be eliminated by m erely adding or 
removing atoms. 

The far ther upward the dislocation is moved, the grea ter the cost in 
energy. 
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And if we move both sides of an extended dislocation, the cost is 
doubled, unless we do a lot of rearranging of the whole 
volume here, which would take a long time to occur 
spontaneously. 

So for all practical purposes, we can simply say "Shockley partials 
can't climb." 

For similar reasons, which I won't argue in detail, it turns out that 
when gliding dislocations on intersecting slip planes collide, 
and pass through one another, one of them develops a jog, 
which costs energy and alters other properties. 

If the dislocation with the jog is an extended dislocation, the energy 
cost is augmented by the fact that the width of the stacking 
fault has to go to zero at the jog. 

Thus the motions of most dislocations in close-packed metals are 
subject to major constraints not felt by dislocations in, say, 
body-centered cubic metals. 

This difference in tum makes a number of aspects of plastic behavior 
quite different on the two kinds of metals. 

Once the Shockley partials were introduced, it was realized that 
':':. (j there could be other types of partial dislocations, with further 
i.~' '-- interesting effects, but I can't take the time here to say more. 
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At about this time there was actually a whole flurry of other 
important developments in the Lmderstandu, g of properties 
of dislocations. 

Many of these made contact with experimental observations, 
some tunes thIDgs that had been known for some tune and not 
Lmderstood, some tunes new things that were predicted and 
thenfOLmd. 

I A nice example is provided by the work done at Binnu,gham, where 
Alan Cottrell had been brought after the war mto the 
Department of Metallurgy and put U, charge of a group on 
plas ticity. 

In 1949 he and Bilby published a study of the effects of the u, teraction 
of mobile unpurities with disloca tions. 

As we have just seen, an edge dislocation is sLUToLmded by a strau, 
field that is compressive on one side, tensile on the other. 

An mterstitial impurity, or a~lsubstitutional impurity tha t mcreases 
-":>' the volLUlle, will?~vJ;1a lower energy on the side with the 

tensile stress, while an impurity that decreases the volume 
will prefer the other side. 

/ \ r.t..e."J. tl.""? lJY>tp .. ,.6t-~ v,n }} be ~ple6t.. o/~) in 711< ver1 ~m &>/ M-e . 
\ '-../("" du It>c.a.tfi,.., I ..() 't;h,t" b< ..... <.J e Or e.-V a..l l ilble 5F~<e I>r baA'" $' "I- $0'1I-l I>tz<~ bend off' 
I Motion of the disloca tIOn m response to a macroscopic s tress field ~f-"mc~ , 

will be slowed down if there are unpmities near the 
dislocation U, their favored positions, because it will cos t 
energy to move the dislocation before the impurities have 
tune to move theu' positions by diffusion. 

If the macroscopic stress is mcreased sufficiently, however, the 
dislocation may suddenly break away from its a tmosphere of 
unpmities and move more easily, with a resultant sudden 
d . 1 c.W'VIfi f . rop ill tLe",_ 0 stress versus stram . 

This so-called "yield pou,t" behavior had often been observed . 

.. --- -
"j" .' --';if . , 
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If the macroscopic stress is decreased after passing the yield point, 
and then re-applied after a time delay, the easy flow will 
p ersist at short times, but the stress necessary to m ove the 
dislocations will eventually rise, after a long enough anneal, 
to its pre-yield-point value, as the impurities succeed in 
diffusing to their old positions relative to the dislocation. 

A different asp ect of dislocations was pointed out at about the sam e 
time by Shockley and Retd. 

Thornton Re~ was a yOlmg member of Shockley's solid-s tate 
deparhnent at Bell Laboratories, who had been trall,ed as a 
ma them a tician . 

This background proved very useful for calculations llwolvll,g the 
stress fields of dislocations, and his start ll, this work 
developed ll,tO a m ajor activi ty, and culminated in an early 
book by hlln on dislocation theory. 

-This 1949 paper pOinted out that when an otherwise lmiform solid 
contains two crystal grall,S whose orientations differ by only 
a small angle, the lowest energy configura tion for the 
bOlmdary between the two grall, S can be described as the 
configuration that would arise if one s tar ted with a Single 
crys tal and ll,serted a suitable family of dislocations lying ll, 
the plane that becomes the gralll boundary. 

The diagram here shows how this works out for the sllnplest case, a 
grall, b01.U,dary ll, a crystal of simple cubic structure with the 
two grall,s simply tilted ll, opposite directions by a small 
angle about a [100] diJ.·ection. 

The diagram ip the upper left shows how the two grain s would look 
if they were separated; the upper right diagram shows the 
atomic arran gement if they are in intimate contact, so that 
the a toms on the two sides bond toge ther as best they can . 

If you look at the sm all portion of the m aterial that I h ave enclosed ll, 
a red circle, you will recognize it as the same sort of structure 

-
I showed on a previous transparency representll,g 1It:!O! an .edje 
dislocation. 
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Nam ely, above this middle level here antt ex tra vertical plane of 
atoms has been inser ted, with the result that the atom 
spacings here are a little bit squeezed, and the atom spacings 
of the few layers below are a little bit stre tched. 

In the grain boundary, these dislocation-like structures repeat 
periodically, as you can see, here, here, and h ere. 

- I f the misorientation between the two grains is sm all, the spacing of 
~ the dislocationswill be large compared w ith an a tom spacing, 

and over m ost of the volwl1e one can calculate the stress and 
strain from classical elasticity theory. 

In particular, one can calculate the energy in the s train field near the 
bOLmdaries, and by adding to this the core en ergy of the 
various dislocations one can ge t the total energy of the sys tem 
relative to what it would be for a perfect crystal. 

This energy, per unit area of the grain boundary, tmns out to be 
given to a good approxima tion for small misorientations 8, by 
this formula, which holds for a varie ty of kinds of crystals and 
orientations, not just for the simple $ubie case~f n?J d "",fJ Y"'tn? 

H ere Eois a constant calculable from the elas tic constants and 
orientations, and A is a cons tant related to the dislocation 
core structme, which is much more complicated to calcula te. 

~ 

This formula implies that 'Y, the grain bOLmdary energy, rises from 0 
at 8=0 to a maximum at a moderately small 8 and then 
decreases slowly. 

Of com se, it is not expected to be valid much beyond the maximwn. 

To tes t the formula one needs to be able to measme 'Y on many 
samples with a variety of misorientations 8 , and to rewrite 
the formula in the equivalent form I h ave shown on this line 
here, where 'Y m ax is the maximum 'Y ob tainable for the given 
family of bicrystals as 8 varies, and 8M is the value of 8 for 
which this maximwn occurs. 
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A sufficiently accm ate measmement of y can be m ade by measuring 
the angle of the groove that develops, after som e annealing, 
along the line where the grain boundary m ee ts the surface. 

This angle is determined by the theorem, derivable from surface 
thermodynamics, which states that to a fair approximation 
the three vec tors draw n perpendicular to the groove and in 
the directions of the three interfaces, with len gths 
proportional to the tlu'ee interfacial tension s, should form a 
force system in. equilibrilU1l. 

The diagram at the lower left plots this theoretical equa tion as a 
continuous line, and compares it with the results of 
experiments on lead, tin, and iron, the la tter with two 
different average orientations. 

While the manner of plotting forces a fit a t the m aximum point, the 
agreem ent to the left of the maXlllllU1l is significant, and 
. . 
unpresslVe. 

Now I'll make a little shift. 

The very lllteres ting development that comes clu'onologically next III 
this path on properties of dislocations reqi.lires that I give you 

~ a little background first on crystal grow tl,.,l\<)()()()(x . tG J.e. wIu-eJ, for ~ 
~1>t: pt:U<r- r~l'Y'~.se.hi.> a: dr:ffe.Y'<2.~ p t<.:It; -fi"~"" ~-< O J.?r' 

"7Cr1~ t.~~~ ~ colored III orange on the projection here. vy..e I v -<! ~ (01/6 "'7' 

\ --7 It-1 &Yi>ld glOcvlhis a very big subject and, of course, of great 
importance to exp erimentalists . 

There are various different processes possible, grow th from the 
vapor, growth from the melt, and growth from another solid 
phase, amorphous or metastable crys talline. 

I'm only going to talk here about the aspect that is slln plest to treat 
theore tically, growth of a crystal by condensation of a vapor. 

The fll'st major m odern p aper on this is one written by Becker and 
\ Doring in Germany way back ll11935. 
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Richard Becker, who h ad been a student of SonU11erfeld 's, h ad been 
for some time professor of theoretical physics a t the 
Technische Hochschule in Berlin, and he was a deservedly 
resp ected theoretical physicist with a sound w1derstanding of 
thermodynamics and statis tical mechanics. 

He and Doring, who achieved great fame la ter as a m agnetician , 
inves tiga ted the kinetics of a process by which a fla t, low
index plane of a crystal could grow by adding successive new 
layers of a tom s recruited from those impinging on the surface 
from the gas phase . 

- -_ .. - -
It was easy to conceive that such an a tom might lose en ou gh of its 

kinetic energy on striking the surface to be bound by the 
a ttractive forces it felt from the a toms of the solid, and 
rem ain for some time on the surface, migrating from p lace to 
place as a result of thermal agitation, but only af ter som e 
considerable time acquiring, by a chance fluctuation , enou gh 
energy to escape again into the gas phase. 

f:.hq.r 
One could exp ec t, then, 111 the meantime, some of the a tom s m oving 

around on the s;rface could com e into contact w ith each 
other and get bound into islands, that could grow in size, a 
p rocess that, if it continued long enough, could form a 
complete new layer, and the entire process could repeat over 
and over. 

If the vapor pressure is far above the satura ted vapor pressure of the 
solid a t the given temperature, this will surely happen, but if 
the vapor pressure is well below saturation, it will no t. 

Ins tead, the initially complete layer will develop occasional holes, 
that in time will become denser, coalesce, and eventually 
eliminate the whole layer. 

Becker and Doring studied the kinetics of island grow th Lmder 
condition s of sm all supersaturation. 
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Under these conditions growth of large islands can be regarded as 
simply taking m aterial from the vapor phase and adding it to 
the solid phase, hence is slightly "downhill" 
thennod ynamicall y. 

~ . 
However, for growth of AS mall lsI and tan other fac tor ca n be l l. YlcJ 

important, nam ely, that an appreciable fraction of thel\~~ms 
are not as tightly bOlmd as the average in the bulk, because 
they are on the circumference of the island and so have a 
reduced l1LU11ber of neighbors to bind to. 

Thus adding atoms to a small island may even cost free energy, and 
the plot of total free energy (crys tal plus vapor) agains t island 
size will look like this, with an activa tion barrier to be 
overcome before the island can reach a size sufficient for 
irreversible grow th. 

The height of the barrier turns out to be greater and greater as the 
degree of supersa tmation of the vapor gets less . 

Becker and Doring fOlmd that when reasonable numbers are 
inserted, crys tal faces of comm on metals, e tc. , should not 
grow at labora tory rates until the supersaturation was raised 
to the range 25% to 40%. 

Many observa tions show, by con trast, reasonable grow th rates at 
one to a few %. 

SOvt l . 
So there was a real mystery: why dOl}'t~tals exposed to slightly 
~ supersaturated vapor ienl'l €8m_wl~~ s top 

growing? 

When the ques tion was put to Charles Frank after the War by two 
members of his research tea111, Burton and Cabrera, he came 
up with an answer, first published in 1949 and later enlarged 
upon. 

I should take a minute to explain which Cabrera this was. 

Physicists sometimes rW1 in families, and the Cabreras are a nice 
example. 
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I The first Blas Cabrera, working in Spain, became distinguished for 
his ex tensive studies of paramagnetism in the 1920's and 
early 1930's. 

Near the end of the Spanish civil war, he emigra ted with his family, 
initially to France, where his son Nicolas worked as a 
scientist and got a Ph.D. 

After the end of World War II, Nicolas got a leave to spend some time 
with Frank's group in Bristol, and some years later wound up 
in the U.S. a t the University of Virginia, where he pursued a 
very successful career as a surface physicist. 

There he also raised his own son BIas, who is now the chairman of 
Stanford's Physics Department. 

c:( 131< , cOY> J C'c,.h I"~"'I "" ne/ ~ k / 
To come back to these papers)\they covered several aspects of crystal 

growth, but the one I want to concentrate on now concerns 
the role of dislocations. 

As I've already said, a crystal can grow if its surface has islands on it 
that are large enough to be beyond the nucleation barrier, 
that is, to accwnulate on the average more new atoms from 
the individual atoms migrating over the surface than they 
lose by detaclU11ent of some of their own. 

The trouble is that even if one or more islands of this size were 
present on the surface at the start, these would eventually 
grow, coalesce if necessary, and eventually form a complete 
new layer, by which time the islands would all have been 
incorporated, and the problem would be how to create new 
islands on the new layer. 

--The important step in the grow th process is the attaclunent of single 
atoms that are migra ting randomly over the surface to the 
ledges at the boundaries of islands. 

The ledges disappear when a complete new layer is finished;. tha t is 
the problem 
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Frank's insight was to realize that what is needed is a ledge or a 
family of ledges that will never disappear, and that screw 
dislocations intersecting the surface will always create jus t 
such ledges provided that somewhere along the dislocation 
line not too far from the surface there exist imperfections 
capable of pinning it, so that the dislocation as a whole 
cannot move out of the crys tal. 

I've show n two simple examples a t the bottom of the diagram. 

Suppose a screw dislocation s trikes the surface at the point I've 
m arked with a small orange circle, here. 

If its Bmgers vector is a lattice step normal to the surface, then if one 
follows a circuit around the dislocation but at som e distance 
from it, trying to stay always in the same la ttice plane, one 
will find that after one revolution one has climbed up by one 
lattice spacing, wherever the circuit is drawn. 

If we draw the circuit in the surface of the crystal, this means th at 
there must be a one atom s tep in the height of the surface, 

I - which rapidly decreases in height to zero ... 15 f!me o€!Ei ':'@ry ('''l -fIt< r- tJ re 

---7" ~P? 4 near te the dislocation line. 

\ 
'. 
\ 

\ 
\ 

This must still remain true however man y atoms we add along the 
step. 

I' ve shown in these diagrams here how the continuous addition of 
atoms along the step can be expected to cause the s tep to 
advance, with the ra te of advance normal to the s tep of the 
sam e order of magnitude at all points, so that the an gular 
velocity about the center is greater the closer one is to the 
center, and the step winds itself into a spiral. --

. " If there are several disloca tions ending on the surface, all w ith the 
sam e Burgers vec tor, there should be several spirals curving 
in the same direction. 

The pichlIe gets more interes ting, however, if two neighboring 
screw dislocations with oppositely directed Burgers vectors 
end on the sLlIfac.e . 
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In such case the lowest-energy configmation will have a step 
running from the one to the other, as shown in the diagram at 
the bottom left, which is now a top view, with the smface in 
the plane of the paper. 

~ 

. ) (:J / If atoms are now added at the growing side of this step, it will move 
. ( outward, but since it must end on the two dislocations, it will 

develop a looped appearance, as shown in the nex t diagram . 

• \ 

" 

I 

In all cases I've drawn the step as a double line in red and green, the 
colors meaning that the surface is one atom higher on the red 
side than on the green side. 

Eventually, the two green sides will come together, as the third ~~tY''''nr 
in this region here. 

The green canyon between them will fill up, and the s tep s in this 
region will disappear, leaving a short step c01U1ec ting the two 
dislocations as shown in the las t diagram, and smrounding it 
and the two sources, an expanding loop or step. 

This process can repeat over and over again, and so manufacture a 
sequence of concentric step s that eventually ge t fairly circular 
in shape and expand outwards . 

.... "- - - -~ --
/ 

Thus either the mechanism shown up here, or the m echanism shown 
down here can provide the steps necessary for crystal growth, 
and the steps will never run out unless, of course, the t\,VO 
dislocations ultimately grow together. 

A crys tal face that has grown in this way with the aid of screw 
- - )" dislocations should not be absolutely pIa\!: on an a tomic scale, 

but should show a p attern of rings or spirals of a tom-high 
step s, which can be revealed if sufficiently sensitive profiling 
is available, or if by etching or adsorption the visibility of 
these steps can be enhanced . 

I'll show in a few minutes some examples of how these steps have 
been made visible. 
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While this manner of growth seems to occur quite frequently, it is 
likely that in many other cases the steps necessary for grow th 
are supplied in some other manner, as for example by small 
foreign inclusions. 

Of comse, the suggestion of dislocation-mediated growth attracted 
immediate attention, and people began to look for evidence of 
the predicted rings or spirals of ledges. 

These were soon fOLmd, although the first examples to come to light 
were featmes of rather greater height than a reasonable 
value for a Bmgers vector. 

But within a couple of years, spirals of the expected elementary 
height were observed, even on simple metals. 

~w le t me switch back from crystal growth to properties of 
( - . - disloca tions. 
I 

\ 

While dislocations, if initially present in a crystal, can usually move 
to give plastic deformation at quite low stresses, they can 
also, if they are not pinned somewhere, move entirely out of 
t!:e ~'ystal, and disappear. 

This contrasts with the growing body of evidence that the density of 
dislocations in crystals increases the more they are deformed. 

So theorists worried about the problem, how can dislocation s 
multiply? 

A very interesting answer was proposed at an international m eeting 
in Pittsbmgh in the spring of 1950, by Charles Frank, whom 
we've just been talking about, and Thornton R&"d, whom we 
discussed a few minutes ago in connection with the theory of 
grain boundaries. 

The discovery had just been made, entirely independently, by each of 
them, and by a remarkable coincidence, exactly at the same 
time. 
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A mutual friend brought them together, and each firs t felt tha t he 
had a very interes ting idea to tell the other. 

It turned out that the "two" ideas were identical, and when they 
asked each other when the idea had com e to them , each said, 
"Why, it was yesterday a t about 4 o'clock in the afternoon." 

Agi they agreed to write a joint paper. 

So wha t was the idea? 

In its simplest form, one supposes that one has a leng th of disloca tion 
lying entirely in its own slip plane. 

().(. ro'77 #177 rlt<.vJe. 
Application of a sh earing stressJl,will cause the disloca tion to move, as 

I have sh own here. 

In the diagram I've tried to indica te the direction of slip by puttin g 
arrows behind the m oving dislocations to indicate that in the 
entire region that it has p assed over, the a tom layers just 
above the slipt plane have shifted by one Burgers vector as 
compared with their original p ositions. 

I'm going to assume that the two ends of the dislocation p ortion, 
identified by red circles here and here, are p laces wh ere the 
dislocation is pirmed, and CaIm ot m ove very far away from 
the original red circle. 

The advance of the disloca tion if the stress is m aintained will then 
follow the sequence of diagram s I have sh own, and w hen the 
two opposite loops m ake contac t here, the SaIlle thing will 
happen that we observed a m om ent ago in the pictures of an 
advancing growth step on a surface p enetra ted by a pair of 
dislocations. 

N 1 1 d · .. b li (le..! d 1· f...e-J . ·11 ame y, t 1e iscontmUlty etween s p;ran LUlS 1[11 reglOns Wi 
disappear from this region here, and the d isloca tion will split 
into an outw ard-moving ring, and a new short segm ent 
connecting the two pinning p oints. 
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I The process can then be continued over and over again indefinitely, 
producing ~fami!y of conc~ntri~ expanding rings of new 

~ dislocations, 1tf:t!:i1st8it'Jn~ t1sta 'fJatk stress builds up or 
dislocations 1rom other sources interfere to complicate the 
picture. 

As I'll show in a minute, this type of multiplication of dislocations has 
been verified to occur, but other mechanism s may be possible, 

~ particularly from intersection of disloca tions on different slili' 
sys tems, which can both increase the total length of 
disloca tions and at the same time decrease their 111.obility. 

I i Now naturally with all the theoretical speculations I've been talking 

. .--- - -'" 

about, and an awful lot more that I haven't m entioned, 
workers in the field were getting very anxious indeed to have 
some way of seeing the p atterns of dislocations that ac tually 
occur in real crystals . 

( A number of different schemes a ttempting to do this were developed 
in the 1950's, and have been perfec ted more and more ever 
SInce. 

One of the first and simplest was to identify the points a t which 
dislocations emerge from a surface. 

The a toms in the core region of a dislocation occupy rela tive 
~ positions that are quite different from thm;e th3 t mi.nirni;>;e the 
~ .eJJ.Pl gy. 3!?Q so one might expect that they are more likely to e Hf¥'J'. t;ti ~ 

leave these positions and take part in chemical reac tions with' ... ,.'b."}"-"> 
1'"",,;0,,> S 1", 

external reagents than are the normal a toms of a crystal. P «"/>e..;t: 

This is indeed the case, since when some chemical capable of etching 
away a metal surface is placed on it, the e tching practically 
always proceeds more rapidly .at pn1Ms a8~ :" :!L ~ed with the 
cores of dislocationS, 

This can be a very simple and useful way of measuring the overall 
density of dislocations in a crystal with a given history, or of 
studying the occurrence of disloca tions in som e region th at 
has had a particular treatment. 

c.r!;f!~~ 

" 
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For example, this pictme, due to Vogel and others a t Bell 
Laboratories in 1953, shows an etched surface of germaruwn 
above a grain bOlmdary between two grains differing in 
orientation by about a minute of arc, as can be inferred from 
the sp acing of the disloca tions of several thousand times the 
la ttice cons tant. 

A scale length of one micron is shown at the bottom . 

Tlu'ee-dimensional imaging m ethods, of course, give m uch more 
information. 

The firs t three-dimensional pictmes were obtained in transparent 
m aterials in which mobile impurities could be a ttracted by the 

--:)- s train field of a dislocation, or it tha:'e=were a,.J--Q ntk~<n whee;' <1L 

~ ~p'j;t:~~4nuclea ted along a disloca tion .Ql;8., so that a 
visibly opaque region could be formed . 

The first such pictures were obtained by Jack Mitchell, another 
m ember of the team Mott had a ttrac ted to Bris tol in the la te 
40's, using silver precipitated in silver chloride and silver 
bromide. 

The next pictme shows a later example of this sort of imaging. 

It was soon shown by various groups that a careful use of x-ray 
diffraction could produce images of dislocations, an d of 
course these were not limited to transparent l11.edia . 

Here is an example of this technique, again obtained much later. 

Finally, transmission electron microscopy began to be applied also in 
the la te 1950's and had the advantage of m akin g a 
considerable magnification possible, but the disadvantage of 
requiring thin specimens. 

Here are some examples, the last one down here showing how 
m odern developments in TEM resolution can supply fantastic 
detail. 
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However, the interpreta tion of the detail is rather subtle, as what 
appear to be atoms are simply images formed by the 
diffraction of electrons along a whole row of a toms, and the 
appearance of a picture can be strongly influenced by the 
adjustment of the microscope. 

--:J A fVl.¥"k-u-' ~r~~.('. ~vz.~::~~ vy-"t5 ~ 6Jtd,j~J., _= 
Tl Lel-EM6~e:fill:al-m.I:=I::&~!:Id=;JJ.? ~nt4B~.amtgl~s=mlFol tmtf3. 

-> ~~ry J:fW~~~Iiti~r:~U:;k~:'~el-F~~ 
--> prHletfiil'l mioarQo;eopiwt, Bob Horn uccee ed in 0 servin~~~~~~~:;ke-., 

~ ami flRQtngPf ltiflg the glide motion'6f disloca tions moving ~ -< 

~ parallel to (111) planes in cold-worked alwnimun foi~ a..Y14 -b~?J? j 
--...) ;-vw &t~Y7 p-i ot""ye-$ of /t; , 

Further observations revealed cross slip, dislocation bowing, and 
, inning by the surface oxide film. 

~- - --- -

Such observa tions greatly strengthened the growing fai th in the 
dislocation model of plasticity. 

Now there are just two little items remaining on this projection that I 
haven 't mentioned yet, both rather simple things, but they 
illustrate the atmosphere of the times, by which I mean the 
early 1950's. 

By this time people had gotten quite used to the iqea ~t if a crystal 
is subjected to a shearing stress across aitipt ~of any 
dislocation in it, the dislocation will be impelled to glide in 
response. 

A n atural concept was that the stress field exerts an effec tive force 
on each milt length of the disloca tion. 

In 1950 Peach and Koehler showed how a simple equating of the 
work done by the stress field to the integral over the 
dislocation line of the normal force times the glide 
displacement would yield the simple result sh own here. 

Note that this would be ambiguous if I didn't m ake some 
specification about the directions of the vectors u and b, 
because a given dislocation is equally well described by 
4 ~ . ~ ~ 
u or -u, and equally well descnbed by b or -D. 
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The formula applies for any stress tensor, including simple 
hydrostatic compression or tension, although such stressors 
will give a force not in the glide direc tion. 

But the force is s till real, because it merely means that the dislocation 
can change its energy if it is able to climb. 

The other item that I wanted to mention is a trivially simple 
experiment which is of some interest not only for its bearing 
on the theory of plasticity, but perhaps even more for its 
illustra tion of how serendipitous things can happ en, 
especially in a large organization. 

In the early 1950's I was working at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
whose maiJl commercial interest was the proper working of 
the telephone system. 

Most of my work was very basic research, and didn't get very close 
to the practical telephone problems. 

13u!. "Wi1en something really unusual turned up in the telephone world, it 
got talked about, and even people like me would be aware of 
i t. 

, ~.;:;, OY'~or'D<"'it:; ptf:- fJl!.}J L aj,~ iz,Y're..s,r 
, ~ ~ 'of t[us sort arose about 1950", when frequent failures were 
") "reported in a new type of chalmel filter installed in telephone 

sys tems. 

\ 

r 

Namely, they developed short circuits, but when they were opened 
up and carefully examined, nothing seemed to be wrong, and 
when they were then reassembled, they would usually work 
perfectly. 

Finally som eone n oticed that Lmder sufficiently careful examination 
with the right type of illLUnination, a tin plating on one of the 
components could be seen to have developed a beard-like 
grow th of tin wluskers, of the order of a micron or two in 
diameter, but som etimes as much as millimeters in length. 

Tlus pictme, taken with special illlUni.nation al1d modest 
magnification, shows an example. 
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I discussed these with John Galt, a very versa tile experimentalist 
who had recently spent a year with Frank's dislocation group 
in Bris tol, and we agreed that it seem ed likely that because 
the whiskers were so small, they might well be perfect crystals 
free from disloca tions, 

~ 
,r-) If so, they might not be)ormed plastically under stresses smaller than 
" the s tress required to nuclea te new disloca tions, in other 

words, a stress of the order of those that h ad been calcula ted 
many years before for the s trength of perfect crystals , 

So Galt undertook a simple experiment in which , looking through a 
macroscope, he bent a whisker with a micro-m anipulator. 

This shows one of his pictmes. 

In the upper diagram, the whisker here has been bent by pushing it 
with a micro-manipulator, here. 

The lower diagram is a picture taken after rem oval of the micro
l11.anipulator, and the region formerly tightly bent is now 
completely straight. 

The bent region a t the bottom is due to a fine wire, h ere, pushing 
near the base of the whisker. 

This sort of behavior was repeatedly observed with deformations at 
the edge of the whisker exceeding 1 %. 

No p ermanent deformation was observed, even if the tightly bent 
configmation was maintained for an entire week. 

A t larger strains however, a p ermanent deformation localized at a 
very specific spot along the length was observed. 

This experiment, which confirms the theoretical expecta tion of high 
s trength for perfect crys tals, has since been repeated by other 
inves tigators on a variety of types of whiskers of various 
m etals, grown by a variety of mechanisms. 
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